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To better understand coastal conditions in a semienclosed basin within the Gulf 

of California, Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) and Conductivity-Temperature-

Density (CTD) data were collected in March of 2005 within Bahía Concepción, then 

analyzed using MATLAB® processing methods.  

First, current systems are analyzed through processing of the ADCP data by 

removing bad data, applying a Joyce correction to adjust for survey boat velocity, then 

calculating a least squares fit of the sample velocities to an assumed K1 and M2 tidal 

harmonic to adjust for tidal variations. Second, salinity, density, and temperature 

conditions are analyzed from the CTD data and correlated to current and bathymetric 

features in the bay. Third, a tidal analysis is performed by calculating a statistical 

goodness of fit between the observed and predicted velocities to quantify reliability of 

the results. Contours of tidal component amplitude are compared to those of current 

magnitude and direction, salinity, temperature, and density. Illustrations of tidal ellipses 

are constructed to better visualize the magnitude and orientation of tidal flow. 
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The large spatial extent of the data collected for this study allows for confirmation 

and further analysis of findings from previous studies of Bahía Concepción. It is shown 

how the cyclonic gyre located at the southern end of the bay varies throughout full 

depth. Along-bay density gradients are quantified and compared to density variations 

with depth to understand their influence on current systems. Density variations are 

shown to correlate more closely with temperature than salinity. Lastly, a previously 

identified decrease in tidal influence toward the head of the bay is calculated and 

mapped. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Bahía Concepción is an elongated, semienclosed bay located in the Mexican 

state of Baja California Sur, opening to the Gulf of California (Figure 1-1). Despite the 

fact that Bahía Concepción is one of the largest bays in the region, the area surrounding 

the bay is largely uninhabited by humans. With minimal nearby development, Bahía 

Concepción is a popular travel destination for those attracted to its natural beauty. 

Bahía Concepción also contains diverse marine wildlife including clams, oysters, 

scallops, and over 900 fish species. Over 70% of Mexico’s fishing production comes 

from the Gulf of California. As a result, the extensive commercial fishing has adversely 

affected the wildlife ecosystems. Unsustainable human impacts pose risks to species 

such as the vaquita, which exists only in the Gulf of California and is considered to be 

one of the most highly endangered marine mammals in the world. Generally, a bay’s 

ecological condition is largely dependent on coastal conditions, such as the rate/degree 

of water exchange between the basin and the adjacent gulf/ocean (Ponte et al. 2012, 

p.940). A goal of this study is that findings may assist in attempts to preserve the state 

of Bahía Concepción and other similar bays around the world. 

As shown in Figure 1-2, Bahía Concepción opens on the eastern coast of the 

Baja California peninsula to the Gulf of California, which extends to the Pacific Ocean at 

22 ºN latitude. The centroid of the bay is located at 111.82 ºW longitude and 26.69 ºN 

latitude, and spans roughly 40 km in length by 5-10 km in width. Depths along lateral 

(east-west) transects typically range from 15 to 30 meters.  

The region within the vicinity of Bahía Concepción is arid, historically 

experiencing less than 250 mm yr-1 of rain, and averaging ≤1 day of precipitation per 
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month between March and June. Daily average relative humidity ranges from 40-60% 

throughout the year. Temperatures range from an average high around 35 ºC during the 

summer months to an average low of 11 ºC in December and January. 

For this study, ADCP and CTD data collected within Bahía Concepción are 

analyzed using MATLAB® processing methods. This study builds upon previous 

research of Bahía Concepción by further analyzing observations of flow patterns, tides, 

and variations in temperature, salinity, and density stratification. Specifically, Caliskan et 

al. (2008), Cheng et al. (2010), Ponte et al. (2012), and Winant et al. (2013) provide 

observations and predictions of the aforementioned conditions and what factors 

influence their variations. This study builds upon those previously performed by 

analyzing a more spatially expansive data set. The trajectory of the survey boat 

encompasses a plan-view area of the bay from the mouth to the head at full bay width, 

and the survey equipment samples to the bay’s full depth. This spatial extent allows for 

interpolation of conditions throughout the entire bay in both area and in depth, providing 

a previously non-existent 3-dimensional mapping of Bahía Concepción.  

Relationships between current speed and direction, salinity, temperature, 

density, and tidal influence identified in this study will be compared to the findings in the 

aforementioned papers. Specific goals are to better understand the cyclonic gyre 

identified at the southern end of the bay at full depth, describe the distribution of density 

throughout the bay, identify influences for density gradients, correlate density gradients 

to current speed and direction, prove that tidal influences are minimal in the bay and 

decrease toward the head, and provide an effective 3-dimensional mapping of 

conditions throughout the bay. 
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Conditions throughout the bay vary significantly due to influences from wind 

patterns, bathymetric non-uniformities, tides, etc. The following chapters will fully map 

these variations in conditions to better understand how they relate to each other and 

where they arise from. Findings will provide general insight to influences on coastal 

conditions within a semienclosed basin, and may function as a basis of comparison for 

future studies looking to validate results of models, or to document variations in 

conditions within Bahía Concepción over a different period of time.   
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Figure 1-1.  Map of Mexico 

 
 
Figure 1-2.  Map of Baja California Sur 
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CHAPTER 2 
DATA TYPES AND ANALYSIS METHODS 

Data Sampling 

Between March 10 and March 16, 2005 ADCP and CTD data were collected 

throughout Bahía Concepción by the Scripps Research Institute’s R/V Robert Gordon 

Sproul ship. Figure 2-1 shows the 5 “circuits” corresponding to the trajectories of the 

survey boat over the 5 day sample period. Along these circuits, ADCP data was 

collected continuously in 20 second intervals, and samples of CTD data were collected 

intermittently by stopping the survey boat at each CTD “station” represented by the 

black dots in Figure 2-2. Each edge of a circuit is referred to as a “transect,” whereas 

Circuits A, D, and E each have 4 transects, and Circuits B and C each have 6 transects. 

The survey boat’s path followed the trajectory of each circuit continuously in repetitions 

for roughly 24 hours to obtain multiple samples at any given location. These paths 

follow a clockwise trajectory in the cases of Circuits A, D, and E, and cross from 

clockwise to counterclockwise along Circuits B and C. 

The measurement method applied was a “towed ADCP” collecting samples in 1 

meter bins up to 40 meters deep. The entire data collection for this study corresponds to 

“Leg 1” of the two series of ADCP and CTD data collected by this survey boat between 

March 11th and March 24th, 2005. The data collection schedule for each circuit is listed 

in Table 2-1.  

It is important to note the time scale of the data collected. All circuits were 

surveyed over a roughly 24-hour period to include a full diurnal tidal cycle, and ranged 

from 22 hours and 45 minutes (Circuit A) to 24 hours and 50 minutes (Circuit D). 

Surveying any less than this period would not provide an adequate sample range to 
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sufficiently determine the diurnal tidal influence on currents, temperature, etc. The time 

period over which the data was collected can be considered short enough that 

influences from seasonal changes, such as dominant wind direction, do not need to be 

considered. Although, there was a certain degree of influence from variations in 

hourly/daily wind speeds, atmospheric temperature, etc. that could not be adjusted for. 

The maximum number of repetitions that a single transect was surveyed is 10. In 

the case of Circuit A, a 22 hour and 45 minute survey time with 8 repetitions results in a 

mean sample repetition time step of ∆𝑡 =
22.75 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

8
≈ 2.84 hours. This corresponds to a 

Nyquist Frequency of 𝑓𝑁 =
1

2∆𝑡
≈ 0.176 cycles per hour, or a period of 𝑇 =

1

𝑓𝑁
≈

5.69 hours. The Nyquist Frequency is the theoretical highest frequency that can be 

resolved given a sample interval. In practice, for a sinusoidal-type oscillation, it is 

desired to have a minimum of 2 sample intervals (3 data points) over the oscillation 

period. Over the 24 hour period that each circuit was sampled, 2 full semidiurnal cycles 

are expected, each requiring 3 data points for a total of 6 samples over time for each 

sample location for each circuit. The minimum number of samples taken along any 

transect was 7, meaning that a sufficient number of samples was taken to de-tide the 

ADCP data for both the K1 (diurnal) and M2 (semidiurnal) harmonic frequencies to 

properly analyze currents in the bay, assuming no bad data.  

The 7-10 repetition sample size is close to the minimum of 6 needed for the M2 

cycle. As a result, only a couple bad samples could induce significant inaccuracies 

when calculating tidal components from observed values. Because there is high 

sensitivity to bad data due to the limited sample size, it should be expected that the 

results contain a certain degree of error. Throughout this study, the degree of error is 
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both qualitatively and quantitatively considered when stating observations and findings. 

If a more accurate understanding of conditions in a specific area of the bay is required, 

then future studies should increase the number of samples—in this case, transect 

repetitions—over a single tidal cycle to obtain a more complete fit to the oscillatory data 

values.  

Unlike the ADCP sample time interval, the CTD sample time interval did not 

always sufficiently meet the minimum sample frequency required for de-tiding 

semidiurnal frequencies, even in the ideal case where there is assumed to be no bad 

data in the samples. Each CTD station was sampled between 3 and 5 times. The case 

of 4 samples over 24 hours results in a Nyquist Frequency of  𝑓𝑁 ≈ 0.08 cycles per hour, 

or a period of 𝑇 =
1

𝑓𝑁
≈ 12.5  hours. While this sample frequency is theoretically 

sufficient for applying a least squares fit to a semidiurnal harmonic, a higher frequency 

is generally recommended in practice; even one errant sample value could completely 

skew the data. Because the Nyquist frequency for 4 samples corresponds to roughly a 

12 hour period, it can be deduced that the stations with 3 samples over 24 hours do not 

have a theoretically sufficient sampling rate for satisfying the sampling criteria for a 

semidiurnal tidal frequency. As a result, the CTD data will only be de-tided using the 

diurnal K1 harmonic. 

Data Processing 

Processing of the ADCP and CTD data required numerous steps. Most steps 

included simple filtering of data, processes related to internal MATLAB® organization of 

data structures, or basic principles of mathematics and geomatics. These processes are 

not complex enough to require a full explanation in this report, therefore only specific 
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calculations will be described. Two advanced methods were applied, first to correct for 

the velocity of the survey boat included in the recorded current velocity values, and 

second to obtain tidal component values. 

To adjust for survey boat velocity, a Joyce correction (Joyce 1989) was applied 

using the following calculations: 

tan(𝛼) =
〈𝑢𝑏𝑡𝑣𝑠ℎ − 𝑣𝑏𝑡𝑢𝑠ℎ〉

〈𝑢𝑏𝑡𝑢𝑠ℎ − 𝑣𝑏𝑡𝑣𝑠ℎ〉
 

(2-1) 

1 + 𝛽 = √
〈𝑢𝑠ℎ

2 + 𝑣𝑠ℎ
2〉

〈𝑢𝑏𝑡
2 + 𝑣𝑏𝑡

2〉
 

(2-2) 

𝑢𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = [1 + 𝛽][𝑢 cos(𝛼) − 𝑣 sin(𝛼)] (2-3) 

𝑣𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = [1 + 𝛽][𝑢 sin(𝛼) − 𝑣 cos(𝛼)] (2-4) 

Where 𝑢 and 𝑣 represent the east and north velocity components, respectively, 

subscript “𝑏𝑡” denotes bottom track velocity values, subscript “𝑠ℎ” denotes ship velocity 

values (measured from GPS), subscript “𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟” denotes corrected values, and brackets 

〈𝑥〉  denote average values, in this case for each transect repetition. 

Both the ADCP and CTD data require “de-tiding” to adjust for changes in values 

caused by the intraday tidal oscillations. To de-tide, a least squares fit method is applied 

to obtain the amplitude and phase of the tidal component associated with each sample 

value. The least squares fit is calculated at each unique sample latitude-longitude 

coordinate and depth by grouping all survey points taken at that location over time, then 

fitting them with a curve minimizing the sum of the squares of the error for each value. 

Once the current mean value, tidal amplitude, and tidal phase are obtained, values can 

be reconstructed for any point in time within the tidal cycle using the following equation: 
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𝑢′ = 𝑢0 + ∑ 𝐴𝑗 sin(𝜔𝑗𝑡 + 𝜑𝑗)

𝑀

𝑗=1

 
(2-5) 

Where 𝑢0 represents mean flow, 𝑡 represents time, and 𝑀 is the total number of 

harmonics, each with a corresponding amplitude 𝐴, frequency 𝜔, and phase 𝜑. 

Equation 2-5 specifically uses east-component current velocity as an example, but the 

same formula is used to de-tide north-component current velocity, salinity, temperature, 

and density values. When applying this formula, K1 diurnal and M2 semidiurnal tidal 

frequencies are assumed for Bahía Concepción. The process of fitting the data points 

with a curve is illustrated in Figure 2-3, which shows ADCP data values surveyed at the 

location illustrated in Figure 2-4.   
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Table 2-1. Survey boat circuit times and number of repetitions. 

Circuit 
Date (2005) - Time Start 

(GMT) 
Date (2005) - Time End 

(GMT) 
# Repetitions 

A March 11 – 11:54 March 12 – 10:39 8 
B March 12 – 14:54 March 13 – 14:00 10 
C March 13 – 14:26 March 14 – 15:05 7 
D March 14 – 16:00 March 15 – 16:50 8 
E March 15 – 17:01 March 16 – 17:10 8 

 

 
 
Figure 2-1.  ADCP Trajectories and Transect Numerical Designations 
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Figure 2-2.  CTD Sample Locations and Numerical Designations 
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Figure 2-3.  Circuit A, Transect 1, Depth 10 [m] Least Squares Fit 

 
 
Figure 2-4.  Sample Location For Figure 2-3 
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CHAPTER 3 
ADCP DATA ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, current conditions observed throughout Bahía Concepción over 

the 5 day sample period are analyzed. Factors such as wind speed and bay bathymetry 

will be correlated to current speed and direction at different locations in the bay to better 

understand the various influences on current systems. 

Flow Fields 

To visualize the current flow field in Bahía Concepción, velocity vector plots are 

constructed by applying the least squares fit method to the ADCP data. By summing the 

mean current velocities with the tidal component amplitudes and phases associated 

with the K1 and M2 harmonics (Equation 2-5), expected current vectors at a specific 

time within the tidal cycle can be illustrated throughout the bay, as shown in Figure 3-1. 

This particular illustration depicts current conditions at a depth of 5 m during the flood 

tide into the bay. Flow speeds at this time appear to range between 5 and 15 cm s-1. 

Current entering the bay has a relatively uniform flow direction near the mouth, but 

south of the narrow region around 26.8 ºN latitude discernible non-uniform flow patterns 

develop. The flow characteristics for each circuit at a depth of 5 m are further illustrated 

in Figures 3-2 through 3-6, where the uniformity of surface flow magnitude and direction 

at Circuit A diminishes toward Circuit E at the head of the bay. The degree of non-

uniformity at each circuit will be further analyzed with depth below. 

Bahía Concepción’s unique elongated plan-view geometry is largely responsible 

for the generation of non-uniform current flow patterns. Figure 3-1 illustrates how the 

bay’s geometry influences the magnitude and direction of current velocity. Because of 

the boundary condition of zero flow through the land interface, flow is generally directed 
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along the bay. Flow speed increases at narrower regions of the bay, then slows at wider 

regions to conserve the volumetric flow rate. This conservation principle derives from 

the continuity equation, which takes the form 
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
+

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑧
= 0 when the boussinesq 

approximation of relatively small density changes in time and space is applied. Here 𝑢, 

𝑣, and 𝑤 represent velocities in the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 direction, respectively. From the mass 

conservation principle, one can derive that volumetric flow rate is also conserved for a 

fluid of constant density, since 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =
𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
. Volumetric flow of a fluid can be 

represented by the equation  𝑄 = 𝑉 ∙ 𝐴  and has units of m3 s-1, where  𝑄 represents 

volumetric flow rate, 𝑉 represents velocity, and 𝐴 represents area. If the flow rate, 𝑄, 

remains constant, then a decrease in bay cross-sectional area, 𝐴, must induce an 

increase in flow velocity, 𝑉, as can be seen when comparing lateral cross-sections of 

varying width in Figure 3-1.  

Figure 3-1 shows the current generally flowing in a net along-shore path in the 

upper half of the bay, corresponding to the orientation of the oscillatory tidal flow. 

Current entering the bay at the north end flows south-southeast, then at 26.8 ºN latitude 

is re-directed south-southwest, then returns to south-southeast at 26.7 ºN latitude. At 

each step of current re-direction into the bay there is a discernible decrease in 

uniformity of flow, until reaching the southern end of the bay where a strong rotational 

pattern develops to exchange between inflow and outflow.  

Figures 3-5 and 3-6 illustrate the rotational surface flow at Circuits D and E, 

located in the southern region of the bay closer to the head. Figure 3-8 is a satellite 

image from Google Earth looking north from the head of the bay at the southern end, 

and shows streaklines following this gyre. Because Bahía Concepción is located in the 
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northern hemisphere, counter-clockwise flow corresponds to the presumed flow 

direction induced by the Coriolis force. The flow cycle displayed at Circuit E can 

therefore be described as “cyclonic flow.” This cyclonic gyre has been identified and 

analyzed in previous studies of Bahía Concepción (Ponte et al. 2012; Winant et al. 

2013). Winant et al. 2013 states that “a cyclonic recirculation observed during 

unstratisfied conditions persisted below the thermocline.” With the more spatially 

expansive data set in this study, the gyre structure can be fully illustrated with depth. 

Figure 3-7 shows the same Circuit E location as Figure 3-6, but at a depth of 10 m 

rather than 5 m. Here it is shown that the cyclonic gyre persists, but does not remain 

uniform, at greater depths. Because the survey boat’s trajectory passes over a 

shallower region along the eastern edge of Circuit E, an interpolation of the velocity 

vector field can only be performed at up to 10 m, but contours of flow with depth along 

each transect will be shown below to better illustrate the cyclonic gyre. 

Various factors influencing the counter-clockwise direction of rotation, such as 

wind, density gradients, tides, and the bay’s geometric dimensions, have been identified 

in previous studies. Despite a cyclonic flow pattern, the direction of rotation is largely 

independent of influences from the Coriolis force because the bay is too shallow and 

small in area for the differences in rotational speed at one end versus the other due to 

Earth’s rotation to significantly affect flow conditions. Findings from previous studies 

regarding influences on the cyclonic gyre will be analyzed and compared to this study’s 

results below. 

Transect Contours 

Figures 3-1 through 3-6 provide illustrations of surface currents, but do not 

consider variations with depth. To include a mapping of the depth dimension, contours 
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of speed and direction of mean flow are illustrated along depth- distance axes. These 

contours are shown in Figures 3-9 through 3-18, where each transect cross-section 

corresponds to the northernmost lateral transect at each circuit. The mean values in 

these figures are the outputs of the least squares fit without the addition of the residual 

tidal flow components (i.e. without the summation term in Equation 2-5). It should be 

considered that these transects do not spatially align perfectly along equilateral east-

west cross-sections, therefore the x-axis of these contours is oriented with the left side 

of the plot (smaller values) more west than the right side, but representing the distance 

along the actual transect, rather than distance along an east-west plane.  

Similar to the surface circulation patterns identified in Figures 3-1 through 3-6, 

the contour plots in Figures 3-9 through 3-18 reveal various sub-surface circulation 

patterns corresponding to exchange flow systems. These patterns are expected 

because, aside from the opening at the mouth of the bay, Bahía Concepción is an 

enclosed basin, therefore without considering temporary volumetric changes due to 

wind setup, tidal oscillations, etc. there cannot be a net inflow to, or outflow from the 

bay. In other words, volumetric flow into the bay must be matched by returning 

volumetric flow out.  

Two different forms of exchange flow can be identified in the “Direction of Mean 

Flow” figures (Figures 3-10, 3-12, 3-14, 3-16, and 3-18). At Circuits A, B, and C, net 

southward flow (into the bay) is concentrated in the shallower portion of the water 

column. Conversely, net northward flow (out of the bay) is concentrated in the deeper 

portion of the water column. Together this flow structure represents vertically-sheared 

exchange flow. At Circuits D and E there is a more defined area of net northward flow in 
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the eastern portion of the bay, and net southward flow in the western portion of the bay, 

representing laterally-sheared exchange flow. At Circuit B (Figure 3-12) the dominant 

mean flow direction in terms of area is north, whereas at Circuit A (Figure 3-10) the 

dominant direction is south. 

Figure 3-18 shows that the cyclonic gyre at Circuit E shown to exist at depths of  

5 and 10 m in Figures 3-6 and 3-7 exists throughout the full depth of this portion of the 

bay, where a northward flow on the eastern portion and a southward flow on the 

western portion of the cross-section represent a counter-clockwise rotation. A notable 

feature of the cyclonic gyre in Figure 3-18 is the large area of directly southward flow on 

the western end of the bay, but a shift from dominant northwest- to northeast-directed 

flow with depth on the eastern end. 

A unique exchange flow feature can be identified at Circuit C, where there 

appears to be a vertically-sheared 3-layer structure of flow in the east-west direction. 

The top of Figure 3-14 shows a general net westward flow at depths less than 7.5 m, 

then a net eastward flow from 7.5 to 13-15 m, then regions of westward flow from 13-15 

m to the bottom. A similar 3-layer vertical flow structure has been documented in other 

bays, and is theorized to lead to better flushing than the classical 2-layer estuarine 

circulation (Choi et al. 2003). Further research would be useful for better understanding 

this flow structure.  

There is no clear and consistent relationship between current magnitude and 

direction in the bay. Each circuit appears to have only a small region where mean flow 

speed exceeds 10 m s-1. Regions of high flow speed tend to appear at mid-depth in the 

center of the bay or at the surface, as shown in Figures 3-9 and 3-13, respectively. The 
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surveyors specifically noted that high winds were experienced during the days that data 

for Circuits D and E were collected, which likely explains high surface speeds shown at 

Circuit E in Figure 3-17. Wind speeds were estimated to persist at 12 m s-1 during 

sampling for Circuit D, and over 10 m s-1 during sampling for Circuit E.  

Wind forces generally have a large influence on current conditions in Bahía 

Concepción (Cheng et al. 2010, p.1243; Ponte et al. 2012, p.941). Page 946 of Ponte et 

al. (2012) identifies that “wind is one likely forcing of the observed cyclonic circulation.” 

Reliable wind data for Bahía Concepción can be obtained from the nearby Mulegé 

Airstrip, located in the town of Mulegé. As shown in Figure 3-19, Mulegé Airstrip is 

located roughly 4.6 km west of the northwest corner of Circuit A. Wind data from this 

station in Figure 3-20 shows the historical average and maximum daily wind speed for 

each month of the year. Expected average wind speeds in March, when the data for this 

study was collected, are slightly higher than the months of October through January, 

and slightly less than the months of April through August. The dominant wind direction 

generally alternates from southeastward in the winter to north-northwestward in the 

summer (Caliskan et al. 2008, p.1702). Wind data from Mulegé from 2012 to 2014 did 

not confirm these observed directions, but does show significant variation throughout 

the year. The wind rose in Figure 3-21 displays wind direction and speed from 2012 and 

2014, and illustrates how wind direction can alternate throughout the year. These wind 

trends allow us to understand how current conditions observed in this study may 

change in time.  

Due to Bahía Concepción’s relatively shallow depths, flow conditions within the 

bay are influenced by bathymetry. Figure 3-22 shows depth variations throughout the 
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bay. At latitudes higher than 26.7 ºN the bay is deeper along its eastern edge than its 

western edge, but at latitudes lower than 26.7 ºN the bay is deeper along its western 

edge. Lateral variations in bathymetry are most significant at Circuits B, C, and E. 

Generally, frictional effects from the bottom can influence both the magnitude and 

direction of flow throughout the bay. This effect cannot be clearly identified in the 

contours of mean flow speed. Specifically, Figure 3-11 shows relatively large flow 

speeds near the bottom along the eastern edge of Circuit B, and Figure 3-17 shows 

relatively large flows speeds (~10 cm s-1) in the shallower region along the eastern edge 

of Circuit E. From these observations it can be determined that bathymetric effects in 

certain regions of the bay have a less significant impact on currents than other factors, 

such as wind, density gradients, etc. This relativity is impossible to quantify from the 

illustrations in this chapter alone, therefore, in the following chapter, influences from 

along-bay density gradients, intraday variations in temperature, etc. will be analyzed 

and compared to the flow systems displayed in this chapter.  
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Figure 3-1.  Velocity Vectors: 5 [m] Depth 

 
 
Figure 3-2.  Circuit A Velocity Field at 5 [m] Depth 
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Figure 3-3.  Circuit B Velocity Field at 5 [m] Depth 

 
 
Figure 3-4.  Circuit C Velocity Field at 5 [m] Depth 
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Figure 3-5.  Circuit D Velocity Field at 5 [m] Depth 

 
 
Figure 3-6.  Circuit E Velocity Field at 5 [m] Depth 
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Figure 3-7.  Circuit E Velocity Field at 10 [m] Depth 

 
 
Figure 3-8.  Google Earth Gyre Image 
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Figure 3-9.  Circuit A Transect 1: Speed of Mean Flow 

 
 
Figure 3-10.  Circuit A Transect 1: Direction of Mean Flow 
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Figure 3-11.  Circuit B Transect 1: Speed of Mean Flow 

 
 
Figure 3-12.  Circuit B Transect 1: Direction of Mean Flow 
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Figure 3-13.  Circuit C Transect 1: Speed of Mean Flow 

  
 
Figure 3-14.  Circuit C Transect 1: Direction of Mean Flow 
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Figure 3-15.  Circuit D Transect 4: Speed of Mean Flow 

  
 
Figure 3-16.  Circuit D Transect 4: Direction of Mean Flow 
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Figure 3-17.  Circuit E Transect 4: Speed of Mean Flow 

  
 
Figure 3-18.  Circuit E Transect 4: Direction of Mean Flow 
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Figure 3-19.  Location of the town of Mulegé 
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Figure 3-20.  Historical Wind Speed (Source: www.myweather2.com) 

 
 
Figure 3-21. Annual Wind Direction Distribution (Source: www.windfinder.com)  

http://www.windfinder.com/
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Figure 3-22.  Depth Contour 
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CHAPTER 4 
CTD DATA ANALYSIS 

Overview 

In the previous chapter, ADCP data was analyzed to understand current patterns 

and their relative influences from wind forces, bathymetric variation, and bay plan-view 

geometric variation. In this chapter, CTD data is analyzed to discover what temporal 

and spatial salinity, temperature, and density gradients exist throughout the bay, and 

how each may influence currents.  

Previous studies estimate that within Bahía Concepción the magnitude of 

density-driven flow ranges from 75% to 150% of wind-driven flow, depending on the 

season (Cheng et al. 2010, p.1247). The ratio of density-driven to wind-driven flow 

influence is maximum during seasons of low wind speeds, and minimum during 

seasons of high wind speeds. Figure 3-20 shows that, historically, winds speeds 

experienced during this study’s sample period in March are near mean speeds 

experienced throughout the year. Therefore, it is assumed that the influence from 

density-driven flow relative to wind-driven flow will change from that identified in this 

chapter by increasing during mild winter winds, and decreasing during strong summer 

winds. 

Plan-view Geometric Variation 

Figures 4-1 through 4-3 show contours of de-tided salinity, temperature, and 

density values collected at the CTD data stations shown in Figure 2-2. The sample 

depth for these CTD contours is arbitrarily specified at 10 m, but a similar distribution 

can be expected all depths. For all three cases, the values are de-tided by applying a 

least squares fit to only the K1 diurnal tidal frequency due to an insufficient sampling 
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size, as explained in Chapter 2. The units specified in this chapter are “practical salinity 

units” (PSU) of grams of salt per kilogram of water (the ionic salt concentration) for 

salinity, degrees Celsius for temperature, and kilograms per cubic meter for density. 

The salinity contour in Figure 4-1 shows salinity at a depth of 10 m in the bay 

ranging from 35.3 to 35.75 g kg-1. As expected, salinity in the bay increases from the 

mouth of the bay to the head, where there is a lower flushing rate with the Gulf of 

California. The warm and arid climate at Bahía Concepción makes it a region of net 

evaporation, resulting in the relatively high salinity values throughout the bay. For 

reference, the gobal oceans and seas range in salinity from 30-32 g kg-1 in the Arctic 

Ocean to 38 g kg-1 in the Mediterranean Sea. 

The temperature contour in Figure 4-2 shows temperature at a depth of 10 m in 

the bay ranging from 20.2 to 21.6 ºC. In the northern hemisphere in 2005, the spring 

equinox began on March 20th, meaning these values were collected at the very end of 

winter. In the region of Bahía Concepción, historical monthly-averaged daily low 

atmospheric temperatures are twice as high in August than in March, and are 21% 

lower in January than in March (Figure 4-4). Historical monthly-averaged daily high 

atmospheric temperatures are 33% higher in August than in March, and are 11% lower 

in January than in March. Water temperatures in the bay can be expected to change 

relative to atmospheric temperatures, but are also largely influenced by conditions in the 

Gulf of California and the Pacific Ocean. The along-bay temperature range of 1.4 ºC at 

10 m depth is relatively large, and will be considered when analyzing density-driven 

currents below.  
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Figure 4-3 shows a density range from 24.75 to 25.1 kg m-3 at a depth of 10 m in 

the bay. The along-bay density distribution follows a more similar trend to temperature 

than salinity, whereas there is not a clear uniform increase or decrease from the mouth 

of the bay to the head. There do not appear to be clear trends in along-bay density 

variation, but certain distributional characteristics can be identified. For example, there 

is a pocket of high density at the head of the bay in the region of Circuit E, and at 

latitudes above 26.65 ºN the shallower western edge of the bay is generally less dense 

than the eastern edge. Page 945 of Ponte et al. (2012) states that “Along-bay gradients 

of density not directly related to the wind stress could potentially explain the cyclonic 

circulation” in the region of Circuit E. At a depth of 10 m it is evident that along- and 

cross-bay density gradients are large enough to drive currents, thereby influencing the 

cyclonic circulation. Despite this, the horizontal spatial distribution of density does not 

clearly illustrate a pattern that would specifically induce cyclonic flow. Therefore, along-

bay density gradients likely are not the most significant influence on the cyclonic 

circulation near the head of the bay.   

Depth Variation 

To better undersand salinity, temperature, and density distributions with depth, 

contours along specific transects can be compared to previously identified current 

patterns. Figures 4-5 through 4-19 show contours of salinity, temperature, and density 

variation with depth along the northernmost lateral transects at each circuit, 

corresponding to the same contours shown in Figures 3-9 through 3-18. These contours 

support Ponte et al. (2012) by confirming that horizontal gradients of salinity, 

temperature, and density are significantly greater than vertical gradients (not 

necessarily on a per-distance basis, but when considering the overall change). 
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Figures 4-5 through 4-9 show depth-distance contours of salinity. Overall, vertical 

salinity gradients throughout the bay are insignificantly small. At the mouth of the bay 

(Figure 4-5; Circuit A), the difference in salinity between the surface and the bottom is 

greater than at the head of the bay (Figure 4-9; Circuit E); salinity ranges from 35.25 g 

kg-1 to 35.31 g kg-1 at the mouth of the bay, and from 35.695 g kg-1 to 35.710 g kg-1 at 

the head—a 75% decrease in nominal variability. The increase in salinity with depth at 

Circuits A and B (Figures 4-5 and 4-6) is characteristic of expected salinity-depth 

profiles, since a higher saline content in water increases density, causing the water to 

fall to the bottom. Increasing salinity with depth also corresponds to a stable water 

column, meaning that vertical gradients of this structure would not greatly induce flow. 

Figures 4-10 through 4-14 show depth-distance contours of temperature at the 

same transect locations previously analyzed for salinity. Temperature varies slightly 

more with depth than salinity varies with depth. Vertical temperature variation is more 

extensive at the mouth of the bay (Figure 4-10; Circuit A) where temperatures range 

from 19.2 ºC to 20.6 ºC, than at the head of the bay (Figure 4-14; Circuit E), where 

temperatures range from 20.69 ºC to 20.79 ºC. Salinity and temperature show similar 

vertical distribution patterns. For example, at Circuit B (Figures 4-6 and 4-11) there is a 

relatively large and uniform decrease in temperature with depth, corresponding to the 

increase in salinity with depth. At any given cross-bay location there is a nearly linear 

decrease in temperature with depth, representing an expected distribution for a 

vertically stable water column since colder water is denser and falls to the bottom. 

Figures 4-15 through 4-19 show depth-distance contours of density at the same 

transect locations previously analyzed for salinity and temperature. The vertical density 
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distribution in each portion of the bay is highly similar to the vertical temperature 

distribution, except density increases with depth while temperature decreases with 

depth, as expected. Generally, within a salinity range from 0 to 40 and a temperature 

range from 0 to 30, changes in salinity will have a greater influence on density than an 

equal change in temperature. These relations can be quantified by values of the thermal 

expansion coefficient (α) and saline contraction coefficient (β), where α = −
1

𝜌
(

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑇
), 

β = −
1

𝜌
(

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑆
), and generally β > α. Specifically for a salinity value of 35.5 g kg-1 and 

temperature value of 21 ºC, which are roughly the averages in the bay, α ≈ 2.66 × 10−4, 

and β = 7.30 × 10−4. This yields 
β

α
= 2.7, meaning that a unit change in salinity will 

cause a 2.7 times greater change in density than a unit change in temperature.  

Despite the relative values of alpha and beta, the transect contours illustrate that 

density variations in the bay correlate mostly with variations in temperature, rather than 

salinity. The beta to alpha ratio can be compared to actual along-bay and vertical 

temperature and salinity variations existing in the bay. The ratio of temperature to 

salinity variation with depth at Circuit A is 
∆𝑇

∆𝑆
≈

1.7

0.17
= 10, and the along-bay (from the 

head to the mouth) variation ratio at 10 m depth is 
∆𝑇

∆𝑆
≈

1.4

0.35
= 4. Comparing these actual 

ratios of temperature to salinity variation to the beta to alpha ratio, it is determined that 

vertical variation in density due to temperature is roughly 48% greater than that due to 

salinity, and horizontal variation in density due to temperature is roughly 270% greater 

than that due to salinity. Thus, it is shown that density correlates more closely with 

temperature than salinity within Bahía Concepción.  
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Figure 4-19 shows a vertical and cross-bay density range of only ~0.035 kg m-3 in 

the region of Circuit E. This area of strong rotational flow has effectively no vertical 

density gradient; therefore, it can be assumed that vertical density gradients have a 

negligible influence on current systems, specifically in the case of the cyclonic gyre.  

It should be considered that due to the hilly terrain inland of Bahía Concepción, 

there are numerous potential freshwater inputs that could influence vertical density 

stratification. This influence is not a factor for the data collected in this study because 

conditions were dry during sampling. Likewise, throughout most of the year there is 

such little precipitation that any potential source of freshwater is dried out. Bahía 

Concepción occasionally experiences heavy rain storms and hurricanes that would 

induce large freshwater inputs, but even in less heavy rains freshwater inputs could 

develop and directly influence density stratification and current conditions in the bay. 

Temporal Variation 

Salinity, temperature, and density vary significantly throughout the bay in both 

time and space. Because the analysis in this chapter includes interpolating between 

data taken at different times over the 5 day sample period, it is useful to understand the 

extent to which conditions may have varied over that time. This is done by plotting 

contours of salinity, temperature, and density values on time-depth axes at individual 

CTD stations. As detailed in Chapter 2, each data station corresponds to a single 

latitude/longitude geographic location (Figure 2-2). Measurements for each station were 

taken in intervals within the transect repetition cycles for each circuit. 3 specific stations 

of interest will be analyzed: Station 3 at the northern end of the bay on Circuit A, Station 

16 near the central portion of the bay on Circuit C, and Station 27 near the southern end 

of the bay on Circuit E. All 3 of the stations are located at the center of their respective 
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transects. Each station had samples taken over a single day; Station 3 had 4 samples 

taken on March 11-12, and Stations 16 & 27 each had 3 samples taken on March 13-14 

and 15-16, respectively. 

For each of the 3 CTD stations, Figures 4-20 through 4-22 show salinity 

variations, Figures 4-23 through 4-25 show temperature variations, and Figures 4-26 

through 4-28 show density variations. The most notable feature of these figures is that 

density variations in time correlate more closely with temperature than salinity, as was 

the case with vertical and horizontal distributions. Assuming spikes in surface and 

bottom bin values are noisy and should not be considered reliable, there does not 

appear to be any significant intraday temporal changes in salinity at any location within 

the bay; the maximum salinity change at any given depth for the three stations is 

roughly ±0.05 g kg-1.  

Unlike salinity, there are clearly discernible variations of temperature and density 

throughout the day. At the mouth of the bay (Figure 4-23; Station 3), temperatures at a 

depth of ~5 m change up to 0.5 ºC throughout the day, and at the head (Figure 4-25; 

Station 27) temperatures change up to 0.1 ºC. At Station 27 temperature is nearly 

uniform with depth throughout the day, indicating a well-mixed water column. At all three 

stations, larger temperature variations over time occur near the surface than near the 

bottom, and near the mouth than near the head. Historically, in March the atmospheric 

temperature ranges from an average monthly high of 27 ºC to an average monthly low 

of 14 ºC. This large temperature range implies that daily atmospheric temperature 

variations are likely large enough to influence water conditions more significantly than 

intraday variations in salinity. 
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Patterns of density variations throughout the day closely resemble those of 

temperature variations. Intraday density variations at a given depth ranged from 0.1 kg 

m-3 at the mouth of the bay (Figure 4-26; Station 3) to 0.03 kg m-3 at the head (Figure 4-

28; Station 27). It is mentioned above that density-driven flow during the season that 

these data samples were taken generally influences currents by a magnitude equal to 

75% of wind-driven flow. The most dramatic intraday changes in density occur at the 

surface, likely as a result of differing wind and atmospheric temperature conditions. At 

Station 3 there is a ~0.1 kg m-3 change in density throughout the day at a depth of 30 m. 

Considering the fetch distance at the mouth of the bay, wind influences on currents are 

greatly diminished at a depth of 30 m where this deeper density variation occurs. 

Therefore, the density-driven flow to wind-driven flow ratio is expected to vary with 

depth, presumably increasing as depth increases. This deeper intraday density variation 

shows that factors other than wind or atmospheric temperature are also significantly 

influencing conditions in the bay.  

Overall intraday variations in bay conditions are shown to be relatively large. In 

the case of temperature, the intraday range at Station 3 (Figure 4-23) is 0.5 ºC, whereas 

the total along-bay range in Figure 4-2 is 1.4 ºC. Much of this variation is due to tidal 

oscillations, which are adjusted for in the de-tiding process, but wind- and atmospheric 

temperature-induced variations will result as error in the results when interpolating 

between samples taken at different points in time.  

This data set is insufficient in scale for fully understanding how conditions vary 

over time. Ideally, samples would be taken from these stations over longer periods of 

time than a single day—with a year’s worth of data, all of the seasonal variations could 
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be accounted for. A larger data set in general would provide a better understanding of 

how temperature, salinity, and density vary throughout the bay, and how these changes 

influence current patterns. 
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Figure 4-1.  Salinity at 10 [m] Depth 

 
 
Figure 4-2.  Temperature at 10 [m] Depth 
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Figure 4-3.  Density at 10 [m] Depth 

 
 
Figure 4-4.  Historical Atmospheric Temperatures (Source: www.myweather2.com) 

www.myweather2.com
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Figure 4-5.  Circuit A, Transect 1: Salinity 

 
 
Figure 4-6.  Circuit B, Transect 1: Salinity 
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Figure 4-7.  Circuit C, Transect 1: Salinity 

 
 
Figure 4-8.  Circuit D, Transect 4: Salinity 
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Figure 4-9.  Circuit E, Transect 4: Salinity 

 
 
Figure 4-10.  Circuit A, Transect 1: Temperature 
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Figure 4-11.  Circuit B, Transect 1: Temperature 

 
 
Figure 4-12.  Circuit C, Transect 1: Temperature 
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Figure 4-13.  Circuit D, Transect 4: Temperature 

 
 
Figure 4-14.  Circuit E, Transect 4: Temperature 
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Figure 4-15.  Circuit A, Transect 1: Density 

 
 
Figure 4-16.  Circuit B, Transect 1: Density 
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Figure 4-17.  Circuit C, Transect 1: Density 

 
 
Figure 4-18.  Circuit D, Transect 4: Density 
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Figure 4-19.  Circuit E, Transect 4: Density 

 
 
Figure 4-20.  CTD Station 3: Salinity 
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Figure 4-21.  CTD Station 16: Salinity 

 
 
Figure 4-22.  CTD Station 27: Salinity 
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Figure 4-23.  CTD Station 3: Temperature 

 
 
Figure 4-24.  CTD Station 16: Temperature 
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Figure 4-25.  CTD Station 27: Temperature 

 
 
Figure 4-26.  CTD Station 3: Density 
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Figure 4-27.  CTD Station 16: Density 

 
 
Figure 4-28.  CTD Station 27: Density 
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CHAPTER 5 
TIDES AND GOODNESS OF FIT 

Goodness of Fit 

Chapter 2 detailed how the ADCP and CTD data are de-tided at every geometric 

location of multiple samples by applying the least squares fit method. Each time that the 

least squares fit is performed, a goodness of fit analysis can be applied to quantify how 

well the estimated variations caused by the K1 and M2 tidal harmonics statistically 

correlate to the observed values. For this analysis, a normalized root mean square 

calculation is performed, resulting in a goodness of fit value from 0 to 1 for each fit, 

where 0 implies a bad fit and 1 implies a perfect fit. The calculation used for the 

goodness of fit is as follows: 

𝐺𝑂𝐹 = 1 − ∑
|𝑢𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑|

|𝑢𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 〈𝑢𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑〉|
 

(5-1) 

Where “𝑢” refers to the east-component of velocity, subscript “𝑜𝑏𝑠” denotes the 

observed values after being calibrated via the Joyce correction method explained in 

Chapter 2, subscript “𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑” denotes the predicted value output from the least squares fit 

to the K1 and/or M2 harmonic(s), and the 〈𝑥〉 brackets denote mean values. This 

formula corresponds to the built-in goodnessOfFit function in MATLAB® version 

R2012b. The summation iterates a number of times equal to the number of observed 

values at that specific location. Each least squares fit calculation has a number of 

observed input values equal to the number of transect repetitions for the ADCP data, or 

casts for the CTD data, since these data values correspond to the same 

latitude/longitude coordinate. It should be considered that u and v are oriented east-
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west and north-south, respectively, which does not necessarily correspond to directly 

into, out of, or across the bay. 

Figure 5-1 shows a histogram of goodness of fit values at the mouth of the bay 

along Transect 1 of Circuit A at a depth of 10 m. Again, the total number of data points 

for this example transect would equal the number of histogram bars multiplied by the 

number of transect repetitions. The goodness of fit values show how well variations 

caused by specific tidal harmonics explain the total variation in the data. At Circuit A 

intraday current variation is largely dependent on the influence from the K1 and M2 tidal 

harmonics, as indicated by a mean goodness of fit value of 0.73 for the east-component 

of velocity. Comparing the mean north-component velocity goodness of fit of 0.39 to the 

larger east-component goodness of fit value of 0.73 reveals there are greater non-tidal 

influences on currents in the along-bay direction in this region. Figure 5-2 shows a 

histogram of goodness of fit values at the head of the bay along Transect 4 of Circuit E 

at a depth of 10 m. The goodness of fit values at the head of the bay are shown to be 

much less than at the head, indicating a decrease in tidal influence. 

Figures 5-3 through 5-5 show contours of goodness of fit values throughout the 

entire bay at a depth of 10 m. Figure 5-3 shows the goodness of fit for the combined K1 

and M2 harmonics, whereas Figures 5-4 and 5-5 individually show the goodness of fit 

for the K1 and M2 harmonics, respectively. Comparing the combined K1 and M2 

goodness of fit values to those for the individual K1 or M2 harmonics reveals how the 

tidal oscillatory cycle in Bahía Concepción consists of both K1 and M2 harmonics that 

together more fully explain the variation in the data than each harmonic does 

individually. Ponte et al. (2012) identified that “Bahía Concepción is located near a 
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semidiurnal tide amphidrome,” which explains why the M2 harmonic alone poorly 

describes the total variation in the data.   

Tidal Analysis 

Figures 5-6 through 5-15 show contours of the east- and west-component tidal 

amplitudes for both the K1 and M2 frequencies at the same lateral transects analyzed in 

Chapters 3 and 4. These representations of tidal component data supplement the 

previous chapters’ analyses by providing an understanding of the influence of tides on 

current systems in the bay.  

Toward the head of the bay from Circuit B there is a sharp decline in tidal 

component amplitude, with the maximum M2 amplitude occurring at Circuit B, and the 

maximum K1 amplitude occurring at Circuit A. Winant et al. (2013) calculated that the 

ratio of diurnal to semidiurnal tidal constituents at the mouth of the bay is 2.4, therefore 

there should be a clear diurnal dominance. This feature is not displayed in either the 

goodness of fit contours or in the tidal amplitude contours, where there is no clear 

overall tidal frequency dominance. Contrarily, at Circuit C it appears that the M2 

amplitudes are larger than the K1 amplitudes.  

One important observation made in Ponte et al. (2012) is that “Tidal current 

amplitudes are expected to be maximum at the mouth and decrease toward the head 

down to zero.” This trend is clearly displayed in Figures 5-6 through 5-15, where tidal 

amplitudes are negligibly close to 0 at Circuit E. 

By combining the frequencies of the K1 and M2 harmonics with the amplitudes 

and phases output from the least squares fit calculation, a tidal ellipse representation 

can be constructed at each sample location. This calculation is performed using the 

following formula:  
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𝑥 = 𝑀 cos(𝜑) cos(𝜎𝑡) − 𝑚 sin(𝜑) sin(𝜎𝑡) (5-2) 

𝑦 = 𝑀 sin(𝜑)cos (𝜎𝑡) + 𝑚 cos(𝜑) sin(𝜎𝑡) (5-3) 

For major axis amplitude 𝑀, minor axis amplitude 𝑚, phase 𝜑, frequency 𝜎, and 

time 𝑡. To better visualize the orientation and magnitude of the tidal ellipses throughout 

the bay, the tidal ellipses in Figures 5-16 and 5-17 are scaled down to relative longitude 

and latitude values and overlaid on the Circuits B and C sample trajectories; thus, the 

amplitude of these tidal ellipses are qualitative, and only the relative scale and 

orientation should be considered. 

The tidal features displayed at Circuits B and C in Figures 5-8 through 5-11 are 

alternately displayed by the tidal ellipses in Figures 5-16 and 5-17, where the highest 

amplitudes occur at Circuit B and diminish further into the bay. Again, there is no clear 

dominant tidal component, and in certain areas there are greater semidiurnal 

amplitudes. Among all the circuits, Circuits B and C are in the only regions where 

coherent tidal ellipse illustrations can be displayed at all depths for both tidal 

components. Further toward the head of the bay from Circuit C the tidal amplitudes are 

negligibly small. This result supports page 945 of Ponte et al. (2012), which identifies 

“weak amplitude of the tidal flow” from samples in the southern portion of the bay. The 

small tidal influence on currents in the bay is due to the large water depths in the bay, 

which minimize the relative influence on volume—and thus, minimize volumetric flow 

rate—of a given change in water elevation. This explains why tidal component 

amplitudes are greatest in the relatively shallow and narrow region of Circuit B.  

Despite the small tidal component amplitudes, the tidal ellipses correlate with the 

circuit vector field plots in Chapter 3. Most notably, they are oriented in the same 
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direction as the dominant currents. This analysis confirms that the tidal influence on 

currents is weak in the southern portion of the bay in the region of the cyclonic gyre, and 

therefore influences from wind, density-gradients, etc. are of greater interest.  
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Figure 5-1.  Circuit A Transect 1, 10 [m] depth: K1 & M2 Frequency 

 
 
Figure 5-2.  Circuit E Transect 4, 10 [m] depth: K1 & M2 Frequency 
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Figure 5-3.  K1 & M2 Frequency Goodness of Fit: 10 [m] depth 

 
 
Figure 5-4.  K1 Tidal Frequency Goodness of Fit: 10 [m] depth 
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Figure 5-5.  M2 Tidal Frequency Goodness of Fit: 10 [m] depth 

 
 
Figure 5-6.  Circuit A Transect 1: Amplitude of K1 Tidal Current 
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Figure 5-7.  Circuit A Transect 1: Amplitude of M2 Tidal Current 

 
 
Figure 5-8.  Circuit B Transect 1: Amplitude of K1 Tidal Current 
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Figure 5-9.  Circuit B Transect 1: Amplitude of M2 Tidal Current 

 
 
Figure 5-10.  Circuit C Transect 1: Amplitude of K1 Tidal Current 
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Figure 5-11.  Circuit C Transect 1: Amplitude of M2 Tidal Current 

 
 
Figure 5-12.  Circuit D Transect 4: Amplitude of K1 Tidal Current 
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Figure 5-13.  Circuit D Transect 4: Amplitude of M2 Tidal Current 

 
 
Figure 5-14.  Circuit E Transect 4: Amplitude of K1 Tidal Current 
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Figure 5-15.  Circuit E Transect 4: Amplitude of M2 Tidal Current 

 
 
Figure 5-16.  Circuit B – Tidal Ellipses at 5 [m] Depth 
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Figure 5-17.  Circuit C – Tidal Ellipses at 13 [m] Depth 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 

This study’s work shows the results of an analysis of interrelations between 

current amplitudes and magnitudes, salinity, temperature, density, and tides in Bahía 

Concepción. The results are unique to Bahía Concepción, considering that Bahía 

Concepción has its own unique bathymetric features, seasonal variation patterns, etc., 

but in various ways this analysis can assist in similar studies conducted for the purpose 

of understanding current systems and general coastal conditions in other semienclosed 

basins.  

Instead of analyzing seasonal variations or macro-trends, a high degree of 

sampling throughout the bay over 5 days provided a more thorough understanding of 

conditions during a short period. These results differ from, and build upon, previous 

studies of Bahía Concepción because of the large spatial extent of the data set, which 

provides a full 3-dimensional mapping of conditions. This spatial extent specifically 

provides a better understanding of the structure cyclonic gyre identified at the southern 

end of the bay at full depth. The density distribution throughout the bay is illustrated and 

correlated to that of salinity and temperature, revealing a greater influence on density 

from temperature than salinity. Density distributions are illustrated to better understand 

how along-bay density gradients influence current systems. Finally, it is proven that tidal 

amplitudes decrease toward the head, and likely have a minimal overall influence on the 

structures of current systems.  

Further work could build upon this analysis by surveying in a similar manner 

under different seasonal conditions to deduce the degree to which conditions in the bay 

are dependent on specific factors such as wind or temperature, which vary significantly 
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throughout the year. Previous studies applied various models and formulas to predict 

conditions in the bay. No predictive models are used in this study, whereas the results 

are exclusively representations of the processing of field observations. Therefore future 

studies could use these results as a comparison for predictive modelling of Bahía 

Concepción or other bays. 

Overall, the consistency and statistical significance of the results show that the 

analysis of the ADCP and CTD data is reliable and conclusive. The main concerns 

regarding reliability and use of this data arise from the strong wind conditions during the 

sampling of Circuits D and E, and the sensitivity of the results to bad data due to the 

limited sampling frequency. 
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APPENDIX 
MATLAB® PROGRAMS DEVELOPED FOR THIS THESIS 

PlotCircuitQuiver.m 

clear all; close all; clc 

  
% Selectors: 
circuit='E'; 
depth=10; %[m] 

  
w1=2*pi/(12.42/24); %M2 - [days] 
w2=2*pi/(23.93/24); %K1 - [days] 

  
%% Plot Transect Path Flow 
set(0,'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 20 1000 600]); 
figure 
set(gcf,'color','w'); 
subplot(1,2,1) 
hold on 

  
if circuit=='A' 
    load('platinum_A');  t=0.1875; 
elseif circuit=='B' 
    load('platinum_B');  t=1.7813; 
elseif circuit=='C' 
    load('platinum_C'); t=1.8125;%t=0.0833; 
elseif circuit=='D' 
    load('platinum_D'); t=0.6771; 
elseif circuit=='E' 
    load('platinum_E'); t=0.1875; 
end 
numtrans=P{1,18}; 

  
allu=[]; allv=[]; allLat=[]; allLon=[]; myLat=[]; myLon=[]; 

  
for i=1:numtrans 
    clear lat; clear lon; 
    depthidx=find(P{i,14}==depth); 
    %Tidal Component Only; Without Residual 
%         u=P{i,2}(depth/.5-3,:).*sin(w1*t+P{i,3}(depth/.5-

3,:))+P{i,4}(depth/.5-3,:).*sin(w2*t+P{i,5}(depth/.5-3,:)); 
%         v=P{i,7}(depth/.5-3,:).*sin(w1*t+P{i,8}(depth/.5-

3,:))+P{i,9}(depth/.5-3,:).*sin(w2*t+P{i,10}(depth/.5-3,:)); 

  
    %With Residual 
    

u=P{i,1}(depthidx,:)+P{i,2}(depthidx,:).*sin(w1*t+P{i,3}(depthidx,:))+P{i,4}(

depthidx,:).*sin(w2*t+P{i,5}(depthidx,:)); 
    

v=P{i,6}(depthidx,:)+P{i,7}(depthidx,:).*sin(w1*t+P{i,8}(depthidx,:))+P{i,9}(

depthidx,:).*sin(w2*t+P{i,10}(depthidx,:)); 

     
    %find row that doesn't have NaNs: 
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%     first=1; 
%     lat=P{i,11}; 
%     while 1>0 
%        if sum(isnan(lat(first,:)))==0 
%            break 
%        end 
%        first=first+1 
%     end 

     

  
    % P{k,11}=latg;P{k,12}=long 
    % Get non-NaN-valued lat/lon 
%      for k=1:size(P{i,11},2) 
%         lat(k)=nanmean(P{i,11}(depthidx,k,:)); 
%         lon(k)=nanmean(P{i,12}(depthidx,k,:)); 
%      end 
    for j=1:size(P{i,11},2) 
        clear col; 
        for k=1:size(P{i,11},1) 
            col(k)=nanmean(P{i,11}(k,j,:)); 
        end 
        if isempty(col(min(find(isnan(col)==0))))==1;  
            lat(j)=NaN; 
        else 
            lat(j)=col(min(find(isnan(col)==0)));   
        end  
    end 
    for j=1:size(P{i,12},2) 
        clear col; 
        for k=1:size(P{i,12},1) 
            col(k)=nanmean(P{i,12}(k,j,:)); 
        end 
        if isempty(col(min(find(isnan(col)==0))))==1;  
            lon(j)=NaN; 
        else 
            lon(j)=col(min(find(isnan(col)==0)));   
        end 
    end 

  
    ave=3; %number of cells to average 
    for j=1:floor(size(u,2)/ave) %columns (distance/time along transect) 
        unew(j)=nanmean(u((1+(j-1)*ave):(ave+(j-1)*ave))); 
        vnew(j)=nanmean(v((1+(j-1)*ave):(ave+(j-1)*ave))); 
        latnew(j)=nanmean(lat((1+(j-1)*ave):(ave+(j-1)*ave))); 
        lonnew(j)=nanmean(lon((1+(j-1)*ave):(ave+(j-1)*ave))); 
    end 
    u=unew; v=vnew; lat=latnew; lon=lonnew; 

  
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%     u(end)=u(end-1); v(end)=v(end-1); 
%     u(1)=u(2); v(1)=v(2); 
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
    allu=[allu,u]; allv=[allv,v]; 
    allLat=[allLat,lat]; 
    allLon=[allLon,lon]; 
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end  

  
lonRange=max(allLon)-min(allLon); 
latRange=max(allLat)-min(allLat); 
xmin=min(allLon)-lonRange*.1; xmax=max(allLon)+lonRange*.1; 
ymin=min(allLat)-latRange*.2; ymax=max(allLat)+latRange*.2; 

  
scalex=(xmax-xmin)/8; % can change this however without altering scale 
scaley=(ymax-ymin)/8; 
scale=min(scalex,scaley); 
quiver(allLon, allLat,0.1*scale*allu,0.1*scale*allv,0,'b'); 

  
xlabel('LON') 
ylabel('LAT') 
axis('equal') 
plot_google_map('Alpha',0.6) 

  
xLimits = get(gca,'XLim'); 
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); 
P1u=[allu,[10 0]]; %for the first subplot 
P1v=[allv,[0 10]]; 
P1Lat=[allLat,[yLimits(2)-0.11*(yLimits(2)-yLimits(1)) yLimits(2)-

0.11*(yLimits(2)-yLimits(1))]]; 
P1Lon=[allLon,[xLimits(2)-0.17*(xLimits(2)-xLimits(1)) xLimits(2)-

0.17*(xLimits(2)-xLimits(1))]]; 
quiver(P1Lon,P1Lat,0.1*scale*P1u,0.1*scale*P1v,0,'b'); 

  
text(xLimits(2)-0.18*(xLimits(2)-xLimits(1)),yLimits(2)-0.14*(yLimits(2)-

yLimits(1)),'10 [cm/s]') 

  
%% Mesh Field Plot 

  
lonrange=[min(allLon) : 0.005 : max(allLon)]; lonrange=transpose(lonrange); 
latrange=[min(allLat) : 0.005 : max(allLat)]; 
[longitude,latitude]=meshgrid(lonrange,latrange); 

  
% Remove NaN: 
idx=find(~isnan(allu)); 
allu=allu(idx);allv=allv(idx); 
allLon=allLon(idx); allLat=allLat(idx); 
idx=find(~isnan(allv)); 
allu=allu(idx);allv=allv(idx); 
allLon=allLon(idx); allLat=allLat(idx); 
idx=find(~isnan(allLon)); 
allu=allu(idx);allv=allv(idx); 
allLon=allLon(idx); allLat=allLat(idx); 
idx=find(~isnan(allLat)); 
allu=allu(idx);allv=allv(idx); 
allLon=allLon(idx); allLat=allLat(idx); 

  
ugrid=griddata(allLon,allLat,allu,lonrange,latrange); 
vgrid=griddata(allLon,allLat,allv,lonrange,latrange); 

  
subplot(1,2,2) 
X=[longitude;[NaN*zeros(1,size(longitude,2))]]; 
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Y=[latitude;[NaN*zeros(1,size(latitude,2))]]; 
U=0.1*scale*[ugrid;[NaN*zeros(1,size(ugrid,2))]]; 
V=0.1*scale*[vgrid;[NaN*zeros(1,size(vgrid,2))]]; 
ind=find(isnan(U)~=1 & isnan(V)~=1); 
quiver(X(ind),Y(ind),U(ind),V(ind),0,'b') 
xlabel('LON') 
ylabel('LAT') 
axis('equal') 
plot_google_map('Alpha',0.6) 

  
xLimits = get(gca,'XLim'); 
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); 
X=[longitude;[NaN*zeros(1,size(longitude,2)-2) xLimits(2)-0.17*(xLimits(2)-

xLimits(1)) xLimits(2)-0.17*(xLimits(2)-xLimits(1))]]; 
Y=[latitude;[NaN*zeros(1,size(latitude,2)-2) yLimits(2)-0.11*(yLimits(2)-

yLimits(1)) yLimits(2)-0.11*(yLimits(2)-yLimits(1))]]; 
U=0.1*scale*[ugrid;[NaN*zeros(1,size(ugrid,2)-2) 10 0]]; 
V=0.1*scale*[vgrid;[NaN*zeros(1,size(vgrid,2)-2) 0 10]]; 
ind=find(isnan(U)~=1 & isnan(V)~=1); 
quiver(X(ind),Y(ind),U(ind),V(ind),0,'b') 
text(xLimits(2)-0.18*(xLimits(2)-xLimits(1)),yLimits(2)-0.14*(yLimits(2)-

yLimits(1)),'10 [cm/s]') 

  
suptitle(['Circuit ' circuit ' Velocity Field at ' num2str(depth) ' [m] 

Depth']) 
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 230 500 400]); 

 

TidalEllipses.m 

close all; clear all; clc; 

  
circuit='A'; % selector: A,B,C,D,E 
depth=5; %[m] 

  
scale=.001; 
if circuit=='A' 
    load('gold_A'); load('platinum_A'); numtrans=4; 
%     scale=.001; 
elseif circuit=='B' 
    load('gold_B'); load('platinum_B'); numtrans=6; 
%     scale=.0008; 
elseif circuit=='C' 
    load('gold_C'); load('platinum_C'); numtrans=6; 
%     scale=.002; 
elseif circuit=='D' 
    load('gold_D'); load('platinum_D'); numtrans=4; 
%     scale=.002; 
elseif circuit=='E' 
    load('gold_E'); load('platinum_E'); numtrans=4; 
%     scale=.002; 
end 

  
w1=2*pi/(23.93/24); %K1 - [days] 
w2=2*pi/(12.42/24); %M2 - [days] 
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set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 230 600 500]); 
figure(1) 
set(gcf,'color','w'); 
hold on 
xlabel('LON') 
ylabel('LAT') 
title(['Circuit ' circuit ' - ' 'Tidal Ellipses at ' num2str(depth) ' [m] 

Depth']) 

  
Kxloc=[]; Kyloc=[]; Mxloc=[]; Myloc=[]; 
for transect=1:numtrans 
    depthidx=find(P{transect,14}==depth); 

     
    M2ampU=P{transect,2};M2phU=P{transect,3}; 
    K1ampU=P{transect,4};K1phU=P{transect,5}; 
    M2ampV=P{transect,7};M2phV=P{transect,8}; 
    K1ampV=P{transect,9};K1phV=P{transect,10}; 

     
    clear lon; clear lat; 
    for j=1:size(P{transect,11},2) 
        clear col; 
        for k=1:size(P{transect,11},1) 
            col(k)=nanmean(P{transect,11}(k,j,:)); 
        end 
        if isempty(col(min(find(isnan(col)==0))))==1;  
            lat(j)=NaN; 
        else 
            lat(j)=col(min(find(isnan(col)==0)));   
        end  
    end 
    for j=1:size(P{transect,12},2) 
        clear col; 
        for k=1:size(P{transect,12},1) 
            col(k)=nanmean(P{transect,12}(k,j,:)); 
        end 
        if isempty(col(min(find(isnan(col)==0))))==1;  
            lon(j)=NaN; 
        else 
            lon(j)=col(min(find(isnan(col)==0)));   
        end 
    end 

     
    plot(lon,lat,'.k','MarkerSize',3) 

     
    num=size(P{transect,2},2); %columns(locations) 
    for gp=[floor(num/3) floor(num/3)*2] 
        if (circuit=='B') & transect==3 
            break 
        end 

         
        for frequency=1:2 %1:2 
            if frequency==1 
                ua=K1ampU; va=K1ampV; up=K1phU;  vp=K1phV; 
            elseif frequency==2 
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                ua=M2ampU; va=M2ampV; up=M2phU;  vp=M2phV; 
            end 

             
            ua=ua(depthidx,gp); up=up(depthidx,gp); 
            va=va(depthidx,gp); vp=vp(depthidx,gp); 

             
            Qc=.5.*(ua.^2+va.^2-2.*ua.*va.*sin(vp-up)).^.5; 
            Qcc=.5.*(ua.^2+va.^2+2.*ua.*va.*sin(vp-up)).^.5; 

  
            thetac=atan2((ua.*sin(up)+va.*cos(vp)),(ua.*cos(up)-

va.*sin(vp))); 
            thetacc=atan2((-

ua.*sin(up)+va.*cos(vp)),(ua.*cos(up)+va.*sin(vp))); 
            M=Qcc+Qc; 
            m=Qcc-Qc; 
%             ellipticity=m./M; 
%             phase=-.5.*(thetacc-thetac); 
            phi=0.5.*(thetacc+thetac); %"orientation" 
            for t=0:0.005:1%0:.01:24  
                if frequency==1 
                    x=M.*cos(phi).*cos(w1*t)-m.*sin(phi).*sin(w1*t); 
                    y=M.*sin(phi).*cos(w1*t)+m.*cos(phi).*sin(w1*t); 
                    Kxloc=[Kxloc lon(gp)+scale*x]; 
                    Kyloc=[Kyloc lat(gp)+scale*y]; 
                else %frequency==2 
                    x=M.*cos(phi).*cos(w2*t)-m.*sin(phi).*sin(w2*t); 
                    y=M.*sin(phi).*cos(w2*t)+m.*cos(phi).*sin(w2*t); 
                    Mxloc=[Mxloc lon(gp)+scale*x]; 
                    Myloc=[Myloc lat(gp)+scale*y]; 
                end 
            end   
            % phi is orientation 
            % sigma is our w 
        end %frequency 
    end %distance point 
end %transect 
plot(Kxloc,Kyloc,'.b',Mxloc,Myloc,'.r','MarkerSize',5) 
ylim([min([Kyloc Myloc])-.01 max([Kyloc Myloc])+.01]) 
axis('equal') 
% plot_google_map('Alpha',0.6) 

  
legend('K1 Frequency','M2 Frequency','Location','NorthEast') 

  
l=findobj(gcf,'tag','legend')  ; 
a=get(l,'children'); 
set(a(1),'markersize',15,'MarkerEdgeColor','r'); 
set(a(4),'markersize',15,'MarkerEdgeColor','b'); 

  
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 230 500 400]); 

 

PlotTransectContour.m 

close all; clear all; clc; 
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circuit='E'; % selector: A,B,C,D,E 
transect=4; % selector:1,2,3,4,5,6 
cnum=41; %Number for shading of contour 

  
if circuit=='A' 
    if transect==1 | transect==2 
        o='H'; 
    else 
        o='V'; 
    end 
    load('gold_A'); load('platinum_A'); 
elseif circuit=='B' 
    if transect==1 | transect==3 | transect==5 
        o='H'; 
    else 
        o='V'; 
    end 
    load('gold_B'); load('platinum_B'); 
elseif circuit=='C' 
    if transect==1 | transect==3 | transect==5 
        o='H'; 
    else 
        o='V'; 
    end 
    load('gold_C'); load('platinum_C'); 
elseif circuit=='D' 
    if transect==2 | transect==4 
        o='H'; 
    else 
        o='V'; 
    end 
    load('gold_D'); load('platinum_D'); 
elseif circuit=='E' 
    if transect==2 | transect==4 
        o='H'; 
    else 
        o='V'; 
    end 
    load('gold_E'); load('platinum_E'); 
end 

  
lat=P{transect,11}; lon=P{transect,12}; 
distance=P{transect,13}; depth=P{transect,14}; 
meanU=P{transect,1}; meanV=P{transect,6}; 

  
%% Plot of Flow Speed 

  
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 230 800 350]); 
figure(1) 
set(gcf,'color','w'); 
hold on 

  
%Include bottom depth line: 
Glat=G{transect,4}; Glon=G{transect,5};  
Gdist=G{transect,6}; Gdepth=G{transect,7}; 
Gmdepth=G{transect,8}; 
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maxdepth=Gmdepth; 

  
% Orient so left side is always North or West: 
flipped=0; 

  
if o=='H' & nanmean(lon(5,1:5,1))>nanmean(lon(5,end-5:end,1)) 
    distance=fliplr(distance); 
    Gdist=fliplr(Gdist); 
    flipped=1; 
end 

  
if o=='V' & nanmean(lat(5,1:5,1))>nanmean(lat(5,end-5:end,1)) 
    distance=fliplr(distance); 
    Gdist=fliplr(Gdist); 
    flipped=1; 
end 

  
speed=(meanU.^2+meanV.^2).^.5; 

  
[c,h]=contourf(distance,depth,speed,cnum); 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse','CLim',[0 15]); 
% 

set(h,'ShowText','on','TextStep',5,'LabelSpacing',1000,'LevelStep',1,'LineSty

le','none') 
set(h,'LevelStep',1,'LineStyle','none') 
if o=='V' 
    xlabel('N-S Distance Along Transect [km]') 
else %o=='H' 
    xlabel('W-E Distance Along Transect [km]') 
end 
ylabel('Depth [m]') 

  
% To set the axis so you don't see blanks: 
Lidx=0; %for beginning of xlim 
while 1<2 
    Lidx=Lidx+1; 
    if nanmean(speed(5:end,Lidx))>0 
        break 
    end 
end 

  
Ridx=size(speed,2)+1; %for beginning of xlim 
while 1<2 
    Ridx=Ridx-1; 
    if nanmean(speed(5:end,Ridx))>0 
        break 
    end 
end 

  
if flipped==0 
    axis([distance(Lidx) distance(Ridx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
else %flipped==1 
    axis([distance(Ridx) distance(Lidx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
end 
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title(['Circuit ' circuit ' Transect ' num2str(transect) ': ' ' Speed of Mean 

Flow']) 
colorbar 
h=colorbar; 
ylim(h,[0 15]) 
ylabel(h,'[cm/s]') 
plot(Gdist',maxdepth,'k','LineWidth',2); 

  
%% Plot of Flow Direction 
% set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 70 700 500]); 
figure(2) 
set(gcf,'color','w'); 

  
%West-East Direction 
[theta,rho] =cart2pol(meanU,meanV); 
theta=theta*180/pi; 
% theta=abs(theta); 
% theta=abs(theta-180); 
for i=1:size(theta,1) 
    for j=1:size(theta,2) 
        if theta(i,j)>=0 & theta(i,j)<180 
            theta(i,j)=theta(i,j)+90; 
        elseif theta(i,j)>-180 & theta(i,j)<-90 
            theta(i,j)=270+180-abs(theta(i,j)); 
        elseif theta(i,j)>=-90 & theta(i,j)<0 
            theta(i,j)=90-abs(theta(i,j)); 
        end 
    end 
end 
% subplot(2,1,1) 
hold on 
[c,h]=contourf(distance,depth,theta,cnum,'LineStyle','none'); 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 
ylabel('Depth [m]') 
title(['Circuit ' circuit ' Transect ' num2str(transect) ': ' ' Direction of 

Mean Flow']) 
colorbar; 
h=colorbar; 
ylabel(h,'South        East        North        West') 
set(h,'YTick',[]) 
plot(Gdist',maxdepth,'k','LineWidth',2); 
if flipped==0 
    axis([distance(Lidx) distance(Ridx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
else %flipped==1 
    axis([distance(Ridx) distance(Lidx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
end 

  
% %North-South Direction 
% [theta,rho] =cart2pol(meanU,meanV); 
% theta=theta*180/pi; 
% for i=1:size(theta,1) 
%     for j=1:size(theta,2) 
%         if (theta(i,j)>=0 & theta(i,j)<=90) | (theta(i,j)>=-180 & 

theta(i,j)<=-90) | (theta(i,j)>-90 & theta(i,j)<0); 
%             theta(i,j)=theta(i,j)+90; 
%         elseif theta(i,j)>90 & theta(i,j)<=180 
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%             theta(i,j)=-180+(90-(180-theta(i,j))); 
%         end 
%     end  
% end 
% theta=abs(theta); 

  
% subplot(2,1,2) 
% hold on 
% [c,h]=contourf(distance,depth,theta,cnum,'LineStyle','none'); 
% set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 
if o=='V' 
    xlabel('N-S Distance Along Transect [km]') 
else %o=='H' 
    xlabel('W-E Distance Along Transect [km]') 
end 
% ylabel('Depth [m]') 
% colorbar; 
% h=colorbar; 
% ylabel(h,'South  -  North') 
% set(h,'YTick',[]) 
% % plot(Gdist',maxdepth,'k','LineWidth',2); 
% if flipped==0 
%     axis([distance(Lidx) distance(Ridx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
% else %flipped==1 
%     axis([distance(Ridx) distance(Lidx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
% end 

  
% %% Plot of Transect Location 
% set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [550 30 500 600]); 
% %position = [left bottom width height]; 
% figure(3) 
% set(gcf,'color','w'); 
% title('Transect Location') 
% xlabel('LON') 
% ylabel('LAT') 
% axis('equal') 
% ylim([26.54 26.93]) 
% hold on 
% load('coradcp_A');plot(silverA(:,3),silverA(:,2),'.','MarkerSize',.2); 
% load('coradcp_B');plot(silverB(:,3),silverB(:,2),'.','MarkerSize',.2); 
% load('coradcp_C');plot(silverC(:,3),silverC(:,2),'.','MarkerSize',.2); 
% load('coradcp_D');plot(silverD(:,3),silverD(:,2),'.','MarkerSize',.2); 
% load('coradcp_E');plot(silverE(:,3),silverE(:,2),'.','MarkerSize',.2); 
% for i=1:size(lon,3) 
%     plot(lon(5,:,i),lat(5,:,i),'r','LineWidth',2.5); 
% end 
% plot_google_map('Alpha',0.6) 
% set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 230 500 400]); 

  
%% Plot the Tidal Amplitudes 
M2ampU=P{transect,2}; 
K1ampU=P{transect,4}; 
M2ampV=P{transect,7}; 
K1ampV=P{transect,9}; 

  
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 70 700 500]); 
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%position = [left bottom width height]; 

  
% K1: 
figure(4) 
set(gcf,'color','w'); 

  
subplot(2,1,1) 
[c,h]=contourf(distance,depth,K1ampU,cnum,'LineStyle','none'); 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse','CLim',[0 15]); 
ylabel('Depth [m]') 
title(['Circuit ' circuit ' Transect ' num2str(transect) ': ' ' U-Component 

Amplitude of K1 Tidal Current']) 
colorbar; 
h=colorbar; 
ylabel(h,'[cm/s]') 
% set(h,'YTick',[]) 
hold on 
plot(Gdist',maxdepth,'k','LineWidth',2); 
if flipped==0 
    axis([distance(Lidx) distance(Ridx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
else %flipped==1 
    axis([distance(Ridx) distance(Lidx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
end 

  
subplot(2,1,2) 
[c,h]=contourf(distance,depth,K1ampV,cnum,'LineStyle','none'); 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse','CLim',[0 15]); 
ylabel('Depth [m]') 
title(['Circuit ' circuit ' Transect ' num2str(transect) ': ' ' V-Component 

Amplitude of K1 Tidal Current']) 
colorbar; 
h=colorbar; 
ylabel(h,'[cm/s]') 
if o=='V' 
    xlabel('N-S Distance Along Transect [km]') 
else %o=='H' 
    xlabel('W-E Distance Along Transect [km]') 
end 
% set(h,'YTick',[]) 
hold on 
plot(Gdist',maxdepth,'k','LineWidth',2); 
if flipped==0 
    axis([distance(Lidx) distance(Ridx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
else %flipped==1 
    axis([distance(Ridx) distance(Lidx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
end 

  
% M2: 
figure(5) 
set(gcf,'color','w'); 

  
subplot(2,1,1) 
[c,h]=contourf(distance,depth,M2ampU,cnum,'LineStyle','none'); 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse','CLim',[0 15]); 
ylabel('Depth [m]') 
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title(['Circuit ' circuit ' Transect ' num2str(transect) ': ' ' U-Component 

Amplitude of M2 Tidal Current']) 
colorbar; 
h=colorbar; 
ylabel(h,'[cm/s]') 
% set(h,'YTick',[]) 
hold on 
plot(Gdist',maxdepth,'k','LineWidth',2); 
if flipped==0 
    axis([distance(Lidx) distance(Ridx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
else %flipped==1 
    axis([distance(Ridx) distance(Lidx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
end 

  
subplot(2,1,2) 
[c,h]=contourf(distance,depth,M2ampV,cnum,'LineStyle','none'); 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse','CLim',[0 15]); 
ylabel('Depth [m]') 
title(['Circuit ' circuit ' Transect ' num2str(transect) ': ' ' V-Component 

Amplitude of M2 Tidal Current']) 
colorbar; 
h=colorbar; 
ylabel(h,'[cm/s]') 
if o=='V' 
    xlabel('N-S Distance Along Transect [km]') 
else %o=='H' 
    xlabel('W-E Distance Along Transect [km]') 
end 
% set(h,'YTick',[]) 
hold on 
plot(Gdist',maxdepth,'k','LineWidth',2); 
if flipped==0 
    axis([distance(Lidx) distance(Ridx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
else %flipped==1 
    axis([distance(Ridx) distance(Lidx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
end 

 

GoodnessOfFitContour.m 

% Includes trajectories 
clear all; close all; clc; 

  
plotinterval=200; 

  
% Selectors: 
depth=10; %[m] 
f=3; % tidal frequency: 1 for K1, 2 for M2, 3 for K1M2 

  
lonall=[]; latall=[]; 
uGOFall=[]; vGOFall=[]; 
for i=1:5 % number of circuits  
    if i==1 
        load('platinum_A');  
    elseif i==2 
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        load('platinum_B');  
    elseif i==3 
        load('platinum_C');  
    elseif i==4 
        load('platinum_D');  
    elseif i==5 
        load('platinum_E');  
    end 
    numtrans=P{1,18}; 

     
    for transect=1:numtrans     
        KuFIT=P{transect,19}; KvFIT=P{transect,20};  
        MuFIT=P{transect,21}; MvFIT=P{transect,22};  
        KMuFIT=P{transect,23}; KMvFIT=P{transect,24}; 
        if f==1 
            uFIT=KuFIT; vFIT=KvFIT; 
        elseif f==2 
            uFIT=MuFIT; vFIT=MvFIT; 
        else %f==3 
            uFIT=KMuFIT; vFIT=KMvFIT; 
        end 
        latg=P{transect,11}; 
        latg=(nanmean(latg,3)); 
        latall=[latall nanmean(latg,1)]; 
        long=P{transect,12}; 
        long=(nanmean(long,3)); 
        lonall=[lonall nanmean(long,1)]; 

  
        deptharray=P{transect,14}; 
        didx=find(deptharray==depth); 

         
        uGOFall=[uGOFall uFIT(didx,:)]; vGOFall=[vGOFall vFIT(didx,:)]; 
    end %transect 
    clear P; 
end %circuit 

  
%Remove negative: 
idx=find(uGOFall<0 | isnan(uGOFall));  
uGOFall(idx)=[]; vGOFall(idx)=[]; lonall(idx)=[]; latall(idx)=[]; 

  
idx=find(vGOFall<0 | isnan(vGOFall));  
uGOFall(idx)=[]; vGOFall(idx)=[]; lonall(idx)=[]; latall(idx)=[]; 

  
%% Plot 
lonrange=[min(lonall) : (max(lonall)-min(lonall))/30 : max(lonall)]; 

lonrange=transpose(lonrange); 
latrange=[min(latall) : (max(latall)-min(latall))/30 : max(latall)]; 
[longitude,latitude]=meshgrid(lonrange,latrange); 
uGOFgrid=griddata(lonall,latall,uGOFall,lonrange,latrange); 
vGOFgrid=griddata(lonall,latall,vGOFall,lonrange,latrange); 

  
%Set land values to NaN:  
Llon=[-111.863352;-111.873738;-111.874682; -111.803621; -111.865771;-

111.886927;-111.895418;-111.873546;-111.874600;-111.888641;-111.896861;-

111.881525;-111.802398;-111.885245;-111.894140;-111.869483;-111.886026;-
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111.907440;-111.892053;-111.901534;-111.813554;-111.876504;-111.862524;-

111.867639;-111.870914;-111.860961; -111.867480;-111.796704;-111.870674;-

111.885869;-111.884169;-111.871808;-111.868888;-111.859570]; %values to left 

of bay 
LHlat=[26.807364;26.832105;26.796549;26.626474;26.813149;26.840338;26.846517;

26.833778;26.780186;26.842992;26.850839;26.838834;26.622134;26.840871;26.8426

62;26.778827;26.841512;26.882895;26.852821;26.862051;26.633516;26.838511;26.8

16399;26.826658;26.765776;26.783931;26.780689;26.612161;26.834348;26.845365;2

6.842671;26.836712;26.831534;26.803644]; %upper boundary   
LLlat=[26.781927;26.781927;26.771149;26.618840;26.790550;26.818684;26.834012;

26.831341;26.755205;26.841554;26.845783;26.836780;26.614925;26.833939;26.8331

07;26.775133;26.838692;26.875469;26.844082;26.853622;26.624727;26.834023; 

26.807069;26.819383;26.751217;26.774732;26.761531;26.605829;26.830837;26.8386

95;26.838707;26.829038; 26.828027;26.782422]; %lower boundary 
for i=1:numel(Llon) 
    idx=find(longitude<Llon(i) & latitude<LHlat(i) & latitude>LLlat(i)); 
    uGOFgrid(idx)=NaN; vGOFgrid(idx)=NaN; 
end 

  
Rlon=[-111.814944;-111.823509;-111.796477;-111.764205;-111.756150;-

111.801297;-111.844838;-111.852611;-111.836390;-111.824393;-111.815787;-

111.797248;-111.781801;-111.764278;-111.746299;-111.736681;-111.728210;-

111.807246;-111.826486;-111.765898;-111.740483;-111.731116;-111.829889;-

111.840701;-111.775112;-111.795215;-111.763402;-111.847963;-111.847291;-

111.832357]; %values to right of bay 
RHlat=[26.845967;26.839918;26.782452;26.743799;26.743799;26.749537;26.880737;

26.880537;26.857202;26.829894;26.777901;26.735698;26.718897;26.698844;26.6961

32;26.684253;26.682037;26.725009;26.841958;26.714154;26.674644;26.661601;26.8

49398;26.864092;26.683075;26.690901;26.669542;26.871236; 

26.862386;26.831647]; %upper boundary     
RLlat=[26.719692;26.778174;26.691415;26.666845;26.658913;26.702314;26.853576;

26.872188;26.832799;26.782865;26.717005;26.690501;26.681090;26.664944;26.6543

27;26.646453;26.637549;26.700957;26.806024;26.667560;26.650132;26.641435;26.8

27370;26.847859;26.679048;26.688280;26.663302;26.864505;26.851948;26.823879]; 

%lower boundary 
for i=1:numel(Rlon) 
    idx=find(longitude>Rlon(i) & latitude<RHlat(i) & latitude>RLlat(i)); 
    uGOFgrid(idx)=NaN; vGOFgrid(idx)=NaN; 
end 

  
set(0,'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 50 850 500]); 
figure  
set(gcf,'color','w'); 

  
subplot(1,2,1) 
contourf(longitude,latitude,uGOFgrid,41,'LineStyle','none'); 
xlabel('LON') 
ylabel('LAT') 
colorbar; 
caxis([0 1]) 
h=colorbar; 
% ylabel(h,'Goodness of Fit') 
% ylim(h,[0 1]) 
ylim([26.54 26.92]) 
axis('equal') 
plot_google_map('Alpha',0.6) 
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title('u-component') 

  
subplot(1,2,2) 
contourf(longitude,latitude,vGOFgrid,41,'LineStyle','none'); 
xlabel('LON') 
ylabel('LAT') 
colorbar; 
caxis([0 1]) 
h=colorbar; 
% ylabel(h,'Goodness of Fit') 
% ylim(h,[0 1]) 
ylim([26.54 26.92]) 
axis('equal') 
plot_google_map('Alpha',0.6) 
title('v-component') 

  
if f==1 
    suptitle(['K1 Tidal Frequency Goodness of Fit: ' num2str(depth) ' [m] 

depth']) 
elseif f==2 
    suptitle(['M2 Tidal Frequency Goodness of Fit: ' num2str(depth) ' [m] 

depth']) 
elseif f==3 
    suptitle(['K1 & M2 Frequency Goodness of Fit: ' num2str(depth) ' [m] 

depth']) 
end 

  
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 230 500 400]); 

 

PlatinumVideo.m 

clear all; close all; clc; 

  
% Selector: 
circuit='A'; % selector: A,B,C,D,E 
depth=5; %[m] 

  
w1=2*pi/(12.42/24); %M2 - [days] 
w2=2*pi/(23.93/24); %K1 - [days] 

  
if circuit=='A' 
    load('platinum_A');  
elseif circuit=='B' 
    load('platinum_B');  
elseif circuit=='C' 
    load('platinum_C');  
elseif circuit=='D' 
    load('platinum_D');  
elseif circuit=='E' 
    load('platinum_E');  
end 
numtrans=P{1,18}; 

  
%% Animation for Transect 1 
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dt=(1/24)/4; %15 minutes 
maxTime=2; %days 

  
tstep=0; 
while tstep<maxTime  
    allu=[]; allv=[]; allLat=[]; allLon=[]; myLat=[]; myLon=[]; 
    for i=1:numtrans 
        depthidx=find(P{i,14}==depth);         
        %With Residual      

u=P{i,1}(depthidx,:)+P{i,2}(depthidx,:).*sin(w1*tstep+P{i,3}(depthidx,:))+P{i

,4}(depthidx,:).*sin(w2*tstep+P{i,5}(depthidx,:)); 
        

v=P{i,6}(depthidx,:)+P{i,7}(depthidx,:).*sin(w1*tstep+P{i,8}(depthidx,:))+P{i

,9}(depthidx,:).*sin(w2*tstep+P{i,10}(depthidx,:)); 

         
        for j=1:size(P{i,11},2) 
            clear col; 
            for k=1:size(P{i,11},1) 
                col(k)=nanmean(P{i,11}(k,j,:)); 
            end 
            if isempty(col(min(find(isnan(col)==0))))==1;  
                lat(j)=NaN; 
            else 
                lat(j)=col(min(find(isnan(col)==0)));   
            end 
        end 
        for j=1:size(P{i,12},2) 
            clear col; 
            for k=1:size(P{i,12},1) 
                col(k)=nanmean(P{i,12}(k,j,:)); 
            end 
            if isempty(col(min(find(isnan(col)==0))))==1;  
                lon(j)=NaN; 
            else 
                lon(j)=col(min(find(isnan(col)==0)));   
            end 
        end 

         
        ave=3; %number of cells to average 
        for j=1:floor(size(u,2)/ave) %columns (distance/time along transect) 
            unew(j)=nanmean(u((1+(j-1)*ave):(ave+(j-1)*ave))); 
            vnew(j)=nanmean(v((1+(j-1)*ave):(ave+(j-1)*ave))); 
            latnew(j)=nanmean(lat((1+(j-1)*ave):(ave+(j-1)*ave))); 
            lonnew(j)=nanmean(lon((1+(j-1)*ave):(ave+(j-1)*ave))); 
        end 
        u=unew; v=vnew; lat=latnew; lon=lonnew; 

         
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
        u(end)=u(end-1); v(end)=v(end-1); 
        u(1)=u(2); v(1)=v(2); 
        %%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
        allu=[allu,u]; allv=[allv,v]; 
        allLat=[allLat,lat]; 
        allLon=[allLon,lon]; 
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    end  

     
    figure(1) 
    xlabel('longitude [degrees]') 
    ylabel('latitude [degrees]') 
    title('Tidal Flow Without Residual Flow') 

     
    lonRange=max(allLon)-min(allLon); 
    latRange=max(allLat)-min(allLat); 
    xmin=min(allLon)-lonRange*.1; xmax=max(allLon)+lonRange*.1; 
    ymin=min(allLat)-latRange*.2; ymax=max(allLat)+latRange*.2; 

  
    scalex=(xmax-xmin)/8; % can change this however without altering scale 
    scaley=(ymax-ymin)/8; 
    scale=min(scalex,scaley); 
    allu=[allu,[10 0]]; 
    allv=[allv,[0 10]]; 
    allLat=[allLat,[ymax-0.5*scaley ymax-0.5*scaley]]; 
    allLon=[allLon,[xmax-0.8*scalex xmax-0.8*scalex]]; 
    quiver(allLon, allLat,0.1*scale*allu,0.1*scale*allv,0,'b'); 

  
    text(xmax-1*scalex,ymax-0.9*scaley,'10 [cm/s]') 
    axis equal; 
    axis([xmin-0.005 xmax+0.005 ymin-0.002 ymax+0.006]); 

  
%     pause(.1) 
    tstep=tstep+dt 
end 

 

PlotAllCircuits.m 

clear all; close all; clc 

  
% Selectors: 
depth=10; %[m] 

  
w1=2*pi/(12.42/24); %M2 - [days] 
w2=2*pi/(23.93/24); %K1 - [days] 

  
%% Plot Transect Path Flow 
% 'defaultfigureposition',[x y w h]' 
set(0,'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 20 900 600]); 
figure 
set(gcf,'color','w'); 
subplot(1,2,1) 
hold on 

  
allu=[]; allv=[]; allLat=[]; allLon=[]; 

  
for i=1:5 % number of circuits 
    if i==1 
        load('platinum_A'); 
        t=0.1875; 
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    elseif i==2 
        load('platinum_B'); 
        t=1.7813; 
    elseif i==3 
        load('platinum_C');  
          t=1.8125;%t=0.0833; 
    elseif i==4 
        load('platinum_D'); 
        t=0.6771; 
    elseif i==5 
        load('platinum_E');  
        t=0.1875; 
    end 
    numtrans=P{1,18}; 

  
    for j=1:numtrans 
        clear lon; clear lat; 
        depthidx=find(P{j,14}==depth); 
        meanU=P{j,1};M2ampU=P{j,2};M2phU=P{j,3};K1ampU=P{j,4};K1phU=P{j,5}; 
        meanV=P{j,6};M2ampV=P{j,7};M2phV=P{j,8};K1ampV=P{j,9};K1phV=P{j,10}; 
%         latg=P{j,11};long=P{j,12}; 

  
        %With Residual 
        

u=meanU(depthidx,:)+M2ampU(depthidx,:).*sin(w1*t+M2phU(depthidx,:))+K1ampU(de

pthidx,:).*sin(w2*t+K1phU(depthidx,:)); % depth/.5-3 finds the index for that 

depth 
        

v=meanV(depthidx,:)+M2ampV(depthidx,:).*sin(w1*t+M2phV(depthidx,:))+K1ampV(de

pthidx,:).*sin(w2*t+K1phV(depthidx,:));        

  
        for n=1:size(P{j,11},2) 
            clear col; 
            for k=1:size(P{j,11},1) 
                col(k)=nanmean(P{j,11}(k,n,:)); 
            end 
            if isempty(col(min(find(isnan(col)==0))))==1;  
                lat(n)=NaN; 
            else 
                lat(n)=col(min(find(isnan(col)==0)));  
            end 
        end 
        for n=1:size(P{j,12},2) 
            clear col; 
            for k=1:size(P{j,12},1) 
                col(k)=nanmean(P{j,12}(k,n,:)); 
            end 
            if isempty(col(min(find(isnan(col)==0))))==1;  
                lon(n)=NaN; 
            else 
                lon(n)=col(min(find(isnan(col)==0)));  
            end 
        end 

         
        ave=5; %number of cells to average 
        for k=1:floor(size(u,2)/ave) %columns (distance/time along transect) 
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            unew(k)=nanmean(u((1+(k-1)*ave):(ave+(k-1)*ave))); 
            vnew(k)=nanmean(v((1+(k-1)*ave):(ave+(k-1)*ave))); 
            latnew(k)=nanmean(lat((1+(k-1)*ave):(ave+(k-1)*ave))); 
            lonnew(k)=nanmean(lon((1+(k-1)*ave):(ave+(k-1)*ave))); 
        end 
        u=unew; v=vnew; lat=latnew; lon=lonnew; 

          
        allu=[allu,u]; allv=[allv,v]; 
        allLat=[allLat,lat]; 
        allLon=[allLon,lon]; 
    end %transect 

     
    if i==1 
        lonRange=max(allLon)-min(allLon); 
        latRange=max(allLat)-min(allLat); 
        xmin=min(allLon)-lonRange*.1; xmax=max(allLon)+lonRange*.1; 
        ymin=min(allLat)-latRange*.2; ymax=max(allLat)+latRange*.2; 

  
        scalex=(xmax-xmin)/4; % can change this however without altering 

scale 
        scaley=(ymax-ymin)/4; 
        scale=min(scalex,scaley); 
    end 
    clear P; 
end %circuits 

  
quiver(allLon, allLat,0.1*scale*allu,0.1*scale*allv,0,'b'); 
xlabel('LON') 
ylabel('LAT') 
axis('equal') 
plot_google_map('Alpha',0.6) 

  
xLimits = get(gca,'XLim'); 
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); 
P1u=[allu,[10 0]]; %for the first subplot 
P1v=[allv,[0 10]]; 
P1Lat=[allLat,[yLimits(2)-0.11*(yLimits(2)-yLimits(1)) yLimits(2)-

0.11*(yLimits(2)-yLimits(1))]]; 
P1Lon=[allLon,[xLimits(2)-0.17*(xLimits(2)-xLimits(1)) xLimits(2)-

0.17*(xLimits(2)-xLimits(1))]]; 
quiver(P1Lon,P1Lat,0.1*scale*P1u,0.1*scale*P1v,0,'b'); 

  
text(xLimits(2)-0.18*(xLimits(2)-xLimits(1)),yLimits(2)-0.14*(yLimits(2)-

yLimits(1)),'10 [cm/s]') 

  
%% Plot Grid Flow: 
lonrange=[min(allLon) : 0.008 : max(allLon)]; lonrange=transpose(lonrange); 
latrange=[min(allLat) : 0.008 : max(allLat)]; 
[longitude,latitude]=meshgrid(lonrange,latrange); 

  
% Remove NaN: 
idx=find(~isnan(allu)); 
allu=allu(idx);allv=allv(idx); 
allLon=allLon(idx); allLat=allLat(idx); 
idx=find(~isnan(allv)); 
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allu=allu(idx);allv=allv(idx); 
allLon=allLon(idx); allLat=allLat(idx); 
idx=find(~isnan(allLon)); 
allu=allu(idx);allv=allv(idx); 
allLon=allLon(idx); allLat=allLat(idx); 
idx=find(~isnan(allLat)); 
allu=allu(idx);allv=allv(idx); 
allLon=allLon(idx); allLat=allLat(idx); 

  
ugrid=griddata(allLon,allLat,allu,lonrange,latrange); 
vgrid=griddata(allLon,allLat,allv,lonrange,latrange); 

  
%Set land values to NaN: 
Llon=[-111.863352;-111.873738;-111.874682; -111.803621; -111.865771;-

111.886927;-111.895418;-111.873546;-111.874600;-111.888641;-111.896861;-

111.881525;-111.802398;-111.885245;-111.894140;-111.869483;-111.886026;-

111.907440;-111.892053;-111.901534;-111.813554]; %values to left of bay 
LHlat=[26.807364;26.832105;26.796549;26.626474;26.813149;26.840338;26.846517;

26.833778;26.780186;26.842992;26.850839;26.838834;26.622134;26.840871;26.8426

62;26.778827;26.841512;26.882895;26.852821;26.862051;26.633516]; %upper 

boundary 
LLlat=[26.781927;26.781927;26.771149;26.618840;26.790550;26.818684;26.834012;

26.831341;26.755205;26.841554;26.845783;26.836780;26.614925;26.833939;26.8331

07;26.775133;26.838692;26.875469;26.844082;26.853622;26.624727]; %lower 

boundary 
for i=1:numel(Llon) 
    idx=find(longitude<Llon(i) & latitude<LHlat(i) & latitude>LLlat(i)); 
    ugrid(idx)=NaN; vgrid(idx)=NaN; 
end 

  
Rlon=[-111.814944;-111.823509;-111.796477;-111.764205;-111.756150;-

111.801297;-111.844838;-111.852611;-111.836390;-111.824393;-111.815787;-

111.797248;-111.781801;-111.764278;-111.746299;-111.736681;-111.728210;-

111.807246;-111.826486;-111.765898;-111.740483;-111.731116;-111.829889;-

111.840701;-111.775112;-111.795215;-111.763402]; %values to right of bay 
RHlat=[26.845967;26.839918;26.782452;26.743799;26.743799;26.749537;26.880737;

26.880537;26.857202;26.829894;26.777901;26.735698;26.718897;26.698844;26.6961

32;26.684253;26.682037;26.725009;26.841958;26.714154;26.674644;26.661601;26.8

49398;26.864092;26.683075;26.690901;26.669542]; %upper boundary 
RLlat=[26.719692;26.778174;26.691415;26.666845;26.658913;26.702314;26.853576;

26.872188;26.832799;26.782865;26.717005;26.690501;26.681090;26.664944;26.6543

27;26.646453;26.637549;26.700957;26.806024;26.667560;26.650132;26.641435;26.8

27370;26.847859;26.679048;26.688280;26.663302]; %lower boundary 
for i=1:numel(Rlon) 
    idx=find(longitude>Rlon(i) & latitude<RHlat(i) & latitude>RLlat(i)); 
    ugrid(idx)=NaN; vgrid(idx)=NaN; 
end 

  
subplot(1,2,2) 
X=[longitude;[NaN*zeros(1,size(longitude,2))]]; 
Y=[latitude;[NaN*zeros(1,size(latitude,2))]]; 
U=0.1*scale*[ugrid;[NaN*zeros(1,size(ugrid,2))]]; 
V=0.1*scale*[vgrid;[NaN*zeros(1,size(vgrid,2))]]; 
ind=find(isnan(U)~=1 & isnan(V)~=1); 
quiver(X(ind),Y(ind),U(ind),V(ind),0,'b') 
xlabel('LON') 
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ylabel('LAT') 
axis('equal') 
plot_google_map('Alpha',0.6) 

  
xLimits = get(gca,'XLim'); 
yLimits = get(gca,'YLim'); 
X=[longitude;[NaN*zeros(1,size(longitude,2)-2) xLimits(2)-0.17*(xLimits(2)-

xLimits(1)) xLimits(2)-0.17*(xLimits(2)-xLimits(1))]]; 
Y=[latitude;[NaN*zeros(1,size(latitude,2)-2) yLimits(2)-0.11*(yLimits(2)-

yLimits(1)) yLimits(2)-0.11*(yLimits(2)-yLimits(1))]]; 
U=0.1*scale*[ugrid;[NaN*zeros(1,size(ugrid,2)-2) 10 0]]; 
V=0.1*scale*[vgrid;[NaN*zeros(1,size(vgrid,2)-2) 0 10]]; 
ind=find(isnan(U)~=1 & isnan(V)~=1); 
quiver(X(ind),Y(ind),U(ind),V(ind),0,'b') 
text(xLimits(2)-0.18*(xLimits(2)-xLimits(1)),yLimits(2)-0.14*(yLimits(2)-

yLimits(1)),'10 [cm/s]') 

  
suptitle(['Velocity Vectors: ' num2str(depth) ' [m] Depth']) 
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 230 500 400]); 

 

CTDPlotAll.m 

% ONLY DIURNAL COMPONENT 
clear all; close all; clc 

  
% Selectors 
select='S'; %'S' for Salinity,'T' for Temperature,'D' for Density 
depth=10; % Select any depth (max=30, 15 or less for full data set) 

  
% w1=2*pi/(12.42/24); %M2 - [days] 
w2=2*pi/(23.93/24); %K1 - [days] 
% omega=[w1 w2]; 
omega=w2; 
showFit=0; 
tidetime=0; 

  
long=[]; lati=[]; dep=[]; yarray=[]; 
for i=1:32 
    load(['ctd' num2str(i)]) 

     
    if select=='S' 
        y=s; 
        idx=find(y>35 & y<36); 
        lon=lon(idx); lat=lat(idx); d=d(idx); t=t(idx); y=y(idx); 
        plotstr='Salinity'; 
        unit='[g/kg]'; 
    elseif select=='T' 
        y=te; 
        idx=find(y>18 & y<23); 
        lon=lon(idx); lat=lat(idx); d=d(idx); t=t(idx); y=y(idx); 
        plotstr='Temperature'; 
        unit='[deg C]'; 
    elseif select=='D' 
        y=de; 
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        idx=find(y>23 & y<26); 
        lon=lon(idx); lat=lat(idx); d=d(idx); t=t(idx); y=y(idx); 
        plotstr='Density'; 
        unit='Density Anomoly [Kg/m^3]'; 
    end 

     
    %Break into separate columns for time: 
    lon2=lon(1); lat2=lat(1); d2=d(1); t2=t(1); y2=y(1); 
    n=2; k=1; 
    for j=2:numel(d) 
        if t(j)>t(j-1)+0.01 
            k=k+1; 
            n=1; 
        else 
            n=n+1; 
        end 
        lon2(n,k)=lon(j); 
        lat2(n,k)=lat(j); 
        d2(n,k)=d(j); 
        t2(n,k)=t(j); 
        y2(n,k)=y(j); 
    end 
    idx=find(d2==0 | d2<2.5 | d2>40); 
    lon2(idx)=NaN; lat2(idx)=NaN; d2(idx)=NaN; t2(idx)=NaN; y2(idx)=NaN; 

     
    %Raise values in each column so there are no NaN's at top: 
    for j=1:size(d2,2)  
        first=min(find(isnan(d2(:,j))==0)); 
        lon2(1:numel(lon2(first:end,j)),j)=lon2(first:end,j); 
        lat2(1:numel(lat2(first:end,j)),j)=lat2(first:end,j); 
        d2(1:numel(d2(first:end,j)),j)=d2(first:end,j); 
        t2(1:numel(t2(first:end,j)),j)=t2(first:end,j); 
        y2(1:numel(y2(first:end,j)),j)=y2(first:end,j); 
    end 

     
    %Remove NaN Rows at end 
    last=1; 
    while sum(isnan(d2(last,:)))<size(d2,2) 
        last=last+1; 
        if last>size(d2,1) 
            break 
        end 
    end 
    lon2(last:end,:)=[]; lat2(last:end,:)=[]; d2(last:end,:)=[];  
    t2(last:end,:)=[]; y2(last:end,:)=[]; 

     
    %Average Data to An Even Interval of Depth: 
    d3=5:1:30; d3=d3'; d3=d3*ones(1,size(d2,2)); 
    for j=1:size(d3,2) %through each time column 
         for b=1:size(d3,1) %through each time column 
                idx=find(d2(:,j)<d3(b,j)+0.5 & d2(:,j)<d3(b,j)-0.5); 
                lon3(b,j)=nanmean(lon2(idx,j));  
                lat3(b,j)=nanmean(lat2(idx,j)); 
                t3(b,j)=nanmean(t2(idx,j)); 
                y3(b,j)=nanmean(y2(idx,j)); 
         end 
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    end 

     
    %De-tide data: 
    idx=find(d3(1:end,1)==depth); 
    long=[long; nanmean(lon3(idx,:))]; 
    lati=[lati; nanmean(lat3(idx,:))]; 

  
    %Perform least squares fit 
    sample=y3(idx,:); 
    time=t3(idx,:); 
    [meanS,amp,phase]=halessqfit(omega,time,sample,showFit); 
%     yarray=[yarray; 

meanS+amp(1).*sin(w1*tidetime+phase(1))+amp(2).*sin(w2*tidetime+phase(2))]; 
    yarray=[yarray; meanS+amp.*sin(w2*tidetime+phase)]; 

  
%     cc=lsqfit(w1,w2,time,sample); 
%     yarray=[yarray;  cc(1)+cc(2).*sin(w1*tidetime+ cc(3))+ 

cc(4).*sin(w2*tidetime+ cc(5))]; 
    clear lon; clear lat; clear d; clear t; clear y; 
    clear lon2; clear lat2; clear d2; clear t2; clear y2; 
    clear lon3; clear lat3; clear d3; clear t3; clear y3; 
end 

  
lonrange=[min(long) : (max(long)-min(long))/100 : max(long)]; 

lonrange=transpose(lonrange); 
latrange=[min(lati) : (max(lati)-min(lati))/100 : max(lati)]; 
[lon,lat]=meshgrid(lonrange,latrange); 

  
ygrid=griddata(long,lati,yarray,lonrange,latrange); 

  
%Set land values to NaN:  
Llon=[-111.863352;-111.873738;-111.874682; -111.803621; -111.865771;-

111.886927;-111.895418;-111.873546;-111.874600;-111.888641;-111.896861;-

111.881525;-111.802398;-111.885245;-111.894140;-111.869483;-111.886026;-

111.907440;-111.892053;-111.901534;-111.813554;-111.876504;-111.862524;-

111.867639;-111.870914;-111.860961; -111.867480;-111.796704;-111.870674;-

111.885869;-111.884169;-111.871808;-111.868888;-111.859570]; %values to left 

of bay 
LHlat=[26.807364;26.832105;26.796549;26.626474;26.813149;26.840338;26.846517;

26.833778;26.780186;26.842992;26.850839;26.838834;26.622134;26.840871;26.8426

62;26.778827;26.841512;26.882895;26.852821;26.862051;26.633516;26.838511;26.8

16399;26.826658;26.765776;26.783931;26.780689;26.612161;26.834348;26.845365;2

6.842671;26.836712;26.831534;26.803644]; %upper boundary   
LLlat=[26.781927;26.781927;26.771149;26.618840;26.790550;26.818684;26.834012;

26.831341;26.755205;26.841554;26.845783;26.836780;26.614925;26.833939;26.8331

07;26.775133;26.838692;26.875469;26.844082;26.853622;26.624727;26.834023; 

26.807069;26.819383;26.751217;26.774732;26.761531;26.605829;26.830837;26.8386

95;26.838707;26.829038; 26.828027;26.782422]; %lower boundary 
for i=1:numel(Llon) 
    idx=find(lon<Llon(i) & lat<LHlat(i) & lat>LLlat(i)); 
    ygrid(idx)=NaN; ygrid(idx)=NaN; 
end 

  
Rlon=[-111.814944;-111.823509;-111.796477;-111.764205;-111.756150;-

111.801297;-111.844838;-111.852611;-111.836390;-111.824393;-111.815787;-
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111.797248;-111.781801;-111.764278;-111.746299;-111.736681;-111.728210;-

111.807246;-111.826486;-111.765898;-111.740483;-111.731116;-111.829889;-

111.840701;-111.775112;-111.795215;-111.763402;-111.847963;-111.847291;-

111.832357]; %values to right of bay 
RHlat=[26.845967;26.839918;26.782452;26.743799;26.743799;26.749537;26.880737;

26.880537;26.857202;26.829894;26.777901;26.735698;26.718897;26.698844;26.6961

32;26.684253;26.682037;26.725009;26.841958;26.714154;26.674644;26.661601;26.8

49398;26.864092;26.683075;26.690901;26.669542;26.871236; 

26.862386;26.831647]; %upper boundary     
RLlat=[26.719692;26.778174;26.691415;26.666845;26.658913;26.702314;26.853576;

26.872188;26.832799;26.782865;26.717005;26.690501;26.681090;26.664944;26.6543

27;26.646453;26.637549;26.700957;26.806024;26.667560;26.650132;26.641435;26.8

27370;26.847859;26.679048;26.688280;26.663302;26.864505;26.851948;26.823879]; 

%lower boundary 
for i=1:numel(Rlon) 
    idx=find(lon>Rlon(i) & lat<RHlat(i) & lat>RLlat(i)); 
    ygrid(idx)=NaN; ygrid(idx)=NaN; 
end 

  
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [700 -10 650 650]); 
figure(2) 
set(gcf,'color','w'); 
hold on 

  
contourf(lon,lat,ygrid,26,'LineStyle','none'); 
colorbar; 
h=colorbar; 
ylabel(h,unit) 
% pcolor(lon,lat,ygrid); 
% shading interp; 
freezeColors 
xlabel('LON') 
ylabel('LAT') 
title([plotstr ' at ' num2str(depth) ' [m] Depth']) 

  
% load('coradcp_A');plot(silverA(:,3),silverA(:,2),'k.','MarkerSize',.15); 
% load('coradcp_B');plot(silverB(:,3),silverB(:,2),'k.','MarkerSize',.15); 
% load('coradcp_C');plot(silverC(:,3),silverC(:,2),'k.','MarkerSize',.15); 
% load('coradcp_D');plot(silverD(:,3),silverD(:,2),'k.','MarkerSize',.15); 
% load('coradcp_E');plot(silverE(:,3),silverE(:,2),'k.','MarkerSize',.15); 
ylim([26.52 26.93]) 
axis('equal') 
plot_google_map('Alpha',0.6) 

  
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 230 500 400]); 

 

CTDTransectContour.m 

% De-tided with K1 frequency 
close all; clear all; clc; 

  
circuit='E'; % selector: A,B,C,D,E 
select='D'; %'S' for Salinity,'T' for Temperature,'D' for Density 
transect=4; % selector:1,2,3,4,5,6 note: not all transects have CTD casts 
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w2=2*pi/(23.93/24); %K1 - [days] 
omega=w2; 
showFit=0; 
tidetime=0; 

  
% Load CTD Data: 
if circuit=='A' & transect==1 
    ctdarray=[1,2,3,4,5]; 
    load('gold_A'); 
elseif circuit=='A' & transect==2 
    ctdarray=[6,7,8]; 
    load('gold_A'); 
elseif circuit=='B' & transect==1 
    ctdarray=[9,11]; 
    load('gold_B'); 
elseif circuit=='B' & transect==5 
    ctdarray=[12,13,14]; 
    load('gold_B'); 
elseif circuit=='C' & transect==1 
    ctdarray=[15,16,17]; 
    load('gold_C'); 
elseif circuit=='C' & transect==5 
    ctdarray=[18,19,20]; 
    load('gold_C'); 
elseif circuit=='D' & transect==4 
    ctdarray=[21,22,23]; 
    load('gold_D'); 
elseif circuit=='D' & transect==2 
    ctdarray=[24,25,32]; 
    load('gold_D'); 
elseif circuit=='E' & transect==4 
    ctdarray=[26,27,28]; 
    load('gold_E'); 
elseif circuit=='E' & transect==2 
    ctdarray=[29,30,31]; 
    load('gold_E'); 
end 

  
long=[]; lati=[]; dep=[]; yarray=[]; 
for i=ctdarray 
    load(['ctd' num2str(i)]) 

  
    %Remove Bad Data: 
    if select=='S' 
        y=s; 
        idx=find(y>35 & y<36); 
        lon=lon(idx); lat=lat(idx); d=d(idx); t=t(idx); y=y(idx); 
        plotstr='Salinity'; 
        unit='[g/kg]'; 
        CMIN=35.15; 
        CMAX=35.80; 
    elseif select=='T' 
        y=te; 
        idx=find(y>18 & y<23); 
        lon=lon(idx); lat=lat(idx); d=d(idx); t=t(idx); y=y(idx); 
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        plotstr='Temperature'; 
        unit='[deg C]'; 
        CMIN=19.15; 
        CMAX=22.05; 
    elseif select=='D' 
        y=de; 
        idx=find(y>23 & y<26); 
        lon=lon(idx); lat=lat(idx); d=d(idx); t=t(idx); y=y(idx); 
        plotstr='Density'; 
        unit='Density Anomoly [Kg/m^3]'; 
        CMIN=24.65; 
        CMAX=25.25; 
    end 

     
    %Break into separate columns for time: 
    lon2=lon(1); lat2=lat(1); d2=d(1); t2=t(1); y2=y(1); 
    n=2; k=1; 
    for j=2:numel(d) 
        if t(j)>t(j-1)+0.01 
            k=k+1; 
            n=1; 
        else 
            n=n+1; 
        end 
        lon2(n,k)=lon(j); 
        lat2(n,k)=lat(j); 
        d2(n,k)=d(j); 
        t2(n,k)=t(j); 
        y2(n,k)=y(j); 
    end 
    idx=find(d2==0 | d2<2.5 | d2>40); 
    lon2(idx)=NaN; lat2(idx)=NaN; d2(idx)=NaN; t2(idx)=NaN; y2(idx)=NaN; 

     
    %Raise values in each column so there are no NaN's at top: 
    for j=1:size(d2,2)  
        first=min(find(isnan(d2(:,j))==0)); 
        lon2(1:numel(lon2(first:end,j)),j)=lon2(first:end,j); 
        lat2(1:numel(lat2(first:end,j)),j)=lat2(first:end,j); 
        d2(1:numel(d2(first:end,j)),j)=d2(first:end,j); 
        t2(1:numel(t2(first:end,j)),j)=t2(first:end,j); 
        y2(1:numel(y2(first:end,j)),j)=y2(first:end,j); 
    end 

     
    %Remove NaN Rows at end 
    last=1; 
    while sum(isnan(d2(last,:)))<size(d2,2) 
        last=last+1; 
        if last>size(d2,1) 
            break 
        end 
    end 
    lon2(last:end,:)=[]; lat2(last:end,:)=[]; d2(last:end,:)=[];  
    t2(last:end,:)=[]; y2(last:end,:)=[]; 

     
    %Average Data to An Even Interval of Depth: 
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    d3=ceil(min(min(d2))):0.5:floor(max(max(d2))); d3=d3'; 

d3=d3*ones(1,size(d2,2)); 
    for j=1:size(d3,2) %through each time column 
         for b=1:size(d3,1) %through each time row 
                idx=find(d2(:,j)<d3(b,j)+(d3(2)-d3(1))/2 & d2(:,j)<d3(b,j)-

(d3(2)-d3(1))/2); 
                lon3(b,j)=nanmean(lon2(idx,j));  
                lat3(b,j)=nanmean(lat2(idx,j)); 
                t3(b,j)=nanmean(t2(idx,j)); 
                y3(b,j)=nanmean(y2(idx,j)); 
         end 
    end 

     
    %De-tide data: 
    for j=1:size(d3,1) 
        long=[long; nanmean(lon3(j,:))]; 
        lati=[lati; nanmean(lat3(j,:))]; 
        dep=[dep; d3(j,1)]; 

         
        %Perform least squares fit 
        sample=y3(j,:); 
        time=t3(j,:); 
        [meanS,amp,phase]=halessqfit(omega,time,sample,showFit); 
        yarray=[yarray; meanS+amp.*sin(w2*tidetime+phase)]; 
    end 

  
    clear lon; clear lat; clear d; clear t; clear y; 
    clear lon2; clear lat2; clear d2; clear t2; clear y2; 
    clear lon3; clear lat3; clear d3; clear t3; clear y3; 
end 

  
lono=min(long); 
lato=lati(long==lono); 
lato=nanmean(lato); 

  
for i=1:numel(long) 
    dist(i)=pos2dist(lato,lono,lati(i),long(i),1); 
end 

  
dii=[0.01:.1:dist]; 
hii=[min(dep):.5:max(dep)]; hii=transpose(hii);  
[distance,depth]=meshgrid(dii,hii); 

  
yi=griddata(dist,dep,yarray,dii,hii); 

  
% for i=1:size(yi,2) 
%     for j=1:size(yi,1) 
%         if ~isnan(yi(j,i))==1 
%             maxdepth(i)=depth(j,i); 
%         end 
%     end 
% end 
Gmdepth=G{transect,8}; 
maxdepth=Gmdepth; 
Gdist=G{transect,6}; 
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set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 70 800 350]); 
figure 
set(gcf,'color','w'); 
% plot(dii,maxdepth,'k','LineWidth',2); 
hold on 

  
for i=1:size(yi,2) 
    for j=1:size(yi,1) 
       if isnan(yi(j,i))==1 & j>2 
           yi(j-2:end,i)=NaN; 
           break 
       end 
    end 
end 

  
% To set the axis so you don't see blanks: 
Lidx=0; %for beginning of xlim 
while 1<2 
    Lidx=Lidx+1; 
    if nanmean(yi(5:end,Lidx))>0 
        break 
    end 
end 

  
Ridx=size(yi,2)+1; %for end of xlim 
while 1<2 
    Ridx=Ridx-1; 
    if nanmean(yi(5:end,Ridx))>0 
        break 
    end 
end 

  
diststep=Gdist(2)-Gdist(1); 
for i=1:size(distance,1) 
    for j=1:size(distance,2) 
        Gidx=find(Gdist>(distance(i,j)-diststep) & 

Gdist<(distance(i,j)+diststep)); 
        distance(i,j); 
        if sum(depth(i,j)>maxdepth(Gidx))>0 
            yi(i,j)=NaN; 
        end 
    end 
end 

  
% Range=max(max(yi))-min(min(yi)); 
% PercentChange=(Range/max(max(yi)))*100 
[c,h]=contourf(distance,depth,yi,81,'LineStyle','none'); 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 
% axis([distance(1,Lidx) distance(1,Ridx) 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
if max(max(distance(:,Lidx:Ridx)))>Gdist(max(find(~isnan(maxdepth)==1))) 
    xmax=Gdist(max(find(~isnan(maxdepth)==1))); 
else 
    xmax=max(max(distance(:,Lidx:Ridx))); 
end 
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if min(min(distance(:,Lidx:Ridx)))<Gdist(min(find(~isnan(maxdepth)==1))) 
    xmin=Gdist(min(find(~isnan(maxdepth)==1))); 
else 
    xmin=min(min(distance(:,Lidx:Ridx))); 
end 

  
axis([xmin xmax 3 max(maxdepth)+2]) 
xlabel('West-East Distance Along Transect [km]') 
ylabel('Depth [m]') 
title(['Circuit ' circuit ', Transect ' num2str(transect) ': ' plotstr]) 
colorbar; 
h=colorbar; 
caxis([CMIN CMAX]) 
ylabel(h,unit) 
hold on  
plot(Gdist',maxdepth,'k','LineWidth',2); 

 

CTDStationContour.m 

% De-tided with K1 frequency 
close all; clear all; clc; 

  
select='S'; %'S' for Salinity,'T' for Temperature,'D' for Density 
CTD=27; %1:31 

  
w2=2*pi/(23.93/24); %K1 - [days] 
omega=w2; 
showFit=0; 
tidetime=0; 

  
long=[]; lati=[]; dep=[]; yarray=[]; 
% for i=ctdarray 
load(['ctd' num2str(CTD)]) 

  
%Remove Bad Data: 
if select=='S' 
    y=s; 
    idx=find(y>35 & y<36); 
    lon=lon(idx); lat=lat(idx); d=d(idx); t=t(idx); y=y(idx); 
    plotstr='Salinity'; 
    unit='[g/kg]'; 
elseif select=='T' 
    y=te; 
    idx=find(y>18 & y<23); 
    lon=lon(idx); lat=lat(idx); d=d(idx); t=t(idx); y=y(idx); 
    plotstr='Temperature'; 
    unit='[deg C]'; 
elseif select=='D' 
    y=de; 
    idx=find(y>23 & y<26); 
    lon=lon(idx); lat=lat(idx); d=d(idx); t=t(idx); y=y(idx); 
    plotstr='Density'; 
    unit='[Kg/m^3]'; 
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end 

  
%Break into separate columns for time: 
lon2=lon(1); lat2=lat(1); d2=d(1); t2=t(1); y2=y(1); 
n=2; k=1; 
for j=2:numel(d) 
    if t(j)>t(j-1)+0.01 
        k=k+1; 
        n=1; 
    else 
        n=n+1; 
    end 
    lon2(n,k)=lon(j); 
    lat2(n,k)=lat(j); 
    d2(n,k)=d(j); 
    t2(n,k)=t(j); 
    y2(n,k)=y(j); 
end 
idx=find(d2==0 | d2<2.5 | d2>40); 
lon2(idx)=NaN; lat2(idx)=NaN; d2(idx)=NaN; t2(idx)=NaN; y2(idx)=NaN; 

  
%Raise values in each column so there are no NaN's at top: 
for j=1:size(d2,2)  
    first=min(find(isnan(d2(:,j))==0)); 
    lon2(1:numel(lon2(first:end,j)),j)=lon2(first:end,j); 
    lat2(1:numel(lat2(first:end,j)),j)=lat2(first:end,j); 
    d2(1:numel(d2(first:end,j)),j)=d2(first:end,j); 
    t2(1:numel(t2(first:end,j)),j)=t2(first:end,j); 
    y2(1:numel(y2(first:end,j)),j)=y2(first:end,j); 
end 

  
%Remove NaN Rows at end 
last=1; 
while sum(isnan(d2(last,:)))<size(d2,2) 
    last=last+1; 
    if last>size(d2,1) 
        break 
    end 
end 
lon2(last:end,:)=[]; lat2(last:end,:)=[]; d2(last:end,:)=[];  
t2(last:end,:)=[]; y2(last:end,:)=[]; 

  
%Average Data to An Even Interval of Depth: 
d3=ceil(min(min(d2))):0.5:floor(max(max(d2))); d3=d3'; 

d3=d3*ones(1,size(d2,2)); 
for j=1:size(d3,2) %through each time column 
     for b=1:size(d3,1) %through each time row 
            idx=find(d2(:,j)<d3(b,j)+(d3(2)-d3(1))/2 & d2(:,j)<d3(b,j)-

(d3(2)-d3(1))/2); 
            lon3(b,j)=nanmean(lon2(idx,j));  
            lat3(b,j)=nanmean(lat2(idx,j)); 
            t3(b,j)=nanmean(t2(idx,j)); 
            y3(b,j)=nanmean(y2(idx,j)); 
     end 
end 
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%De-tide data: 
for j=1:size(d3,1) 
    long=[long; nanmean(lon3(j,:))]; 
    lati=[lati; nanmean(lat3(j,:))]; 
    dep=[dep; d3(j,1)]; 

  
    %Perform least squares fit 
    sample=y3(j,:); 
    time=t3(j,:); 
    [meanS,amp,phase]=halessqfit(omega,time,sample,showFit); 
    yarray=[yarray; meanS+amp.*sin(w2*tidetime+phase)]; 
end 

  
%     clear lon; clear lat; clear d; clear t; clear y; 
%     clear lon2; clear lat2; clear d2; clear t2; clear y2; 
%     clear lon3; clear lat3; clear d3; clear t3; clear y3; 

  
set(0, 'DefaultFigurePosition', [20 70 800 500]); 
figure(1) 
set(gcf,'color','w'); 

  
trange=[min(min(t3)):(max(max(t3))-min(min(t3)))/30:max(max(t3))]; 
deprange=[min(dep):(max(dep)-min(dep))/30:max(dep)]; 

deprange=transpose(deprange);  
[tgrid,depgrid]=meshgrid(trange,deprange); 

  
ygrid=griddata(t3,d3,y3,trange,deprange); 

  
% To set the axis so you don't see blanks: 
Lidx=0; %for beginning of xlim 
while 1<2 
    Lidx=Lidx+1; 
    if sum(isnan(ygrid(:,Lidx)))<size(ygrid,1)/5    
        break 
    end 
end 

  
Ridx=size(ygrid,2)+1; %for end of xlim 
while 1<2 
    Ridx=Ridx-1; 
    if sum(isnan(ygrid(:,Ridx)))<size(ygrid,1)/5   
        break 
    end 
end 

  
[c,h]=contourf(tgrid,depgrid,ygrid,101,'LineStyle','none'); 
set(gca,'YDir','reverse'); 
xlabel('Time [Julian Days]') 
ylabel('Depth [m]') 
title(['CTD Station ' num2str(CTD) ': ' plotstr]) 
% axis([trange(Lidx) trange(Ridx) 3 max(deprange)]) 
xlim([trange(Lidx) trange(Ridx)]) 
colorbar; 
h=colorbar; 
ylabel(h,unit) 
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